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ZXTRODUCTZOM 
Soientlfio workers in aany oountrioa havo long roeognlsod 
the need for • suitable teat hj irtiioh defloienoies of plant 
food in soils might be readily determined. Tear after year 
new aethods are proposed, eaoh thought to be aore desirable 
than ita predecessor. BoweTer, no one has, as yet, been able 
by a siaple laboratory aethod, to deteraine the response a 
particular soil will aake to a given fertiliser treatment 
when measured by the erop produced in the field. 
The ideal SMthod for the deteraination of the plant food 
deficiencies in soils is by a test under actual conditions on 
the soil in the field. ObTiously, it is impossible to test 
all soils in this way, therefore, simple aethods are very 
desirable to deteraine quickly in the laboratoriea the prob­
able response which aay be ezpeoted froa the applications of 
certain fertilisers to any individual field soil. 
Many soil investigators have recognised the fact that 
the available phosphorus content of the soil is often the 
liaiting factor in erop production. As a result, a number of 
aethode have been developed for the deteraination of the 
available phosphorus in soils. 
Muaerous eheaical teats have been used which depended 
upon the solubility of the phosphorus of the soil in various 
aoids differing in concentration. Baoh test has ssae aerit 
but all fail to duplioate the conditions iinder which the 
plants taka thair food alaaanta froai tha soilf and hanoa ara 
of llsltad valua in a praetieal way. 
Biologioal nathods hava also boan usad. fha aarliar in* 
•astigators usad solution oulturas inooulatod with mioro-
organisas known to ba sansitiva to a laok of phosphorus. Tha 
soil to ha tastad was plaoad in a flask oontaining a nutriant 
solution laoking in phosphorus and inooulatod with a oulturo 
or aulturaa of organiaas oapabla of growing undar tha oont 
ditiona of tha tast. <ha aaount of growth of tha organisms 
was usad as a naasura of tha amount of arailabla phosphorus in 
tha soil. Zt is oortain that tha oonditions la tha solution 
oulturo hardly raprosont tha oonditions undor whioh tha plant 
faods in tha soil. Thus tha assiailation of natrianta by tha 
organisaa in tha toat is not ooaparable to tha utilisation 
in tha aaaa soil undar fiald oonditiona whara oonditions ara 
aora noarly noraal. 
Winogradaky attaaptad to mora naarly duplioata tha oon­
ditions aziating in tha fiald aoil by obaarving tha affaota 
of difforant traatmants on tha dawalopaant of oulturas of 
oortain aioroorganisas on tha sorfaoa of tha aoil. i^.s taat 
has boan aallad tha spontanoous aultura taat as it dapands 
upon tha ooourranoo and aotivitiaa of tha aarobio non-syabio-
tio nitrogan fixing organisas in tha soil. Using this aathod 
in oonjunotion with tha silioa gol plata aathod Winogradaky 
was abla to dotaraina tha nitrogan fixing powar of tha soil 
and tha ralativa nuabar of soil aioroorganisas whioh would 
grow on tha surfaoa of tha soil plata. Winogradsky baliavad 
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that these organisms vere aeroblo nonosyablotlo nitrogen-
fixing organisms Inasmuoh as members of the Asotobaoter genua 
were prevalent In the colonies whloh developed on the spon­
taneous oultures. 
The term "spontaneous culture" Is perhaps a little mls-
leadlngf as the word spontaneous, usually denotes something 
arising Independently of external stimulus, Influence or 
conditions* Zn this test It Is necessary to create the proper 
conditions to Influence spontaneous culture development. 
This Is brought about by additions to the soil of an energy 
material, lime, phosphorus and potassium In varying amotmts, 
separately and In combination, before It Is placed In the 
plates. 
Several workers have used this procedure as a test for 
the presence of Asotobacter In the soils. Other Investigators 
have used the test for determlnlxig the plant food deficiencies 
In certain solla by varying the kinds of compounds added to 
the soil to stimulate the spontaneous culture growth. iVhen 
used for the latter purpose the test Is based on the assumption 
that the growth of the organisms which appear as spontaneous 
oultures on the surface of the soil plates Is analogous to 
the growth of plants In the soil. Whether this assumption Is 
justified In all sections of the Dhlted States Is considered 
doubtful. Excellent results have been reported frcm one 
state In the arid section of the country, where this test has 
been used as a basis for fertlllter aopilcatlons. Previous 
tests by this method on some lows soils» however* have in­
dicated that it is not applieable in Iowa, due possibly to 
the teohniqne employed. 
The work reported here was planned to study further 
the value of the spontaneous oultiure test for Iowa soils, to 
study the faotors whioh limit its use for determining the 
plant food defioienoies of the soil, and to study the or­
ganisms whioh appear on the stucfaoe of plates. Zf results 
as positive as these reported from the arid seetion ean be 
obtained on humid soils, the determination of the fertiliser 
needs of Zowa soils would be muoh simplified. 
HZSTORIGAL 
During thft past SO years numeroas methods have been pro­
posed for determining the plant food defioienoies in soils. 
The majority of these tests are ohemioal. In recent years, 
howeTer, atteiapts have been made to develop biologioal tests 
which will more nearly represent the conditions tmder which 
plants obtain their food elements than is possible with any 
chemical methods. 
A brief review will be given here of some of the bio­
logical tests whioh have a bearing on the problems involved 
in 'a study of the use of the Wlnogradsky spontaneous culture 
teitt for certain plant food defioienoies in some Zowa soils, 
and with factors which may limit the adaptability of this 
method to conditions found in these soils. 
References are also included which deal with the oooia>-
rence and activities of the Asotobacter, which are probably 
the most important genus of bacteria involved in this test. 
The Spontaneous Oulture Method. 
Winogradsky (61) in 1926, introduced a new method for 
the study of the microbiology of the soil and later (64, 66) 
he outlined additional tests whioh should be included in 
such study. The method involves two separate procedures, the 
growth of the organisms in the soil itself in rrlates and on 
/ 
silica gel. 
In the tests in the soil, starch is mixed with soil at 
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the rate of 6 grama per 100 grama of aoll, azid atifflolent 
vater la added to make a thick paate. e^ soil is then 
paoked into halvea of petri diahes and the aurfaoe amoothed 
by meana of a noiatened glaas alide. After 2 to 6 daya in-
oubation at 29 to 50 degreea Centigrade, colonies of nitrogen 
fixing bacteria develop on the surface of the soil. The 
colonies are qtdte similar to those formed on agar plates 
and it is possible to obtain almost pure cultures of Azoto-
baoter by making transfers from these colonies. In order 
to test soils for lime and phosphorus deficiencies, Wino-
gradsky added small amounts of these materials to the soils 
with the starch in the tests. When these materials induced 
a more Tigorous growth of the nitrogen fixing bacteria, he 
concluded that the soils were lacking in these constituents 
and would probably respond to additions of fertilisers con­
taining them. He also siaggested that this test might serve 
to indioate other soil deficiencies such as a lack of or­
ganic matter, available potassim, sulfur, etc. 
In the silica gel plate method, a nitrogen tVee nutrient 
solution containing mannite is added to silica gel in large 
petri dishes 20 cm. in diameter. After the excess water is 
evaporated from the plates they are inoculated by sprinkling 
one gram of soil uniformly over the surface of the gel. The 
plates are then incubated at about SO degrees Centigrade for 
5 to 7 days. These cultures then serve two purposes. They 
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not only pormit of the study of the ooourrenoa of the or­
ganisms In the soils, but also of their aotivities, by rneasur-
ing the inorease in the nitrogen content of the inoubatod 
plates. 
Aooording to WinogradalEy, a combination of these two 
tests, the use of the soil plates and silica gel plates, 
gives a very complete picture of both the occurrence and 
activities of this group of bacteria* 
In a later woirk, v.'inogradsky (66) reviewed the method 
previously outlined and pointed out that tiie method is quicker 
and easier of manipulation than, and quite as acciu'ate for 
determini g the line and phosphorus needs of the soil, as 
any of the miorobiologioal or chemical methods hitherto 
suggested* He concluded that this procedure should prove of 
value as a practical test of field soils* 
Ziemiacka (71, 78 and 73), using the spontaneous culture 
method of Winogradsky, was able to establish a xxumerical 
relation beteen oheniloal and microbiological tests for de­
ficiencies of phosphorus* He found the method advantageous 
as it pemitted the study of the presence and the degree of 
activity of the Aeotobacter in the soil itself, while pre­
vious methods placed the organiaois in artificilil conditions 
rendering accurate diagnosis impossible* 
In this work Ziemiedka showed the influenoe of the 
quantity of soluble phosphate present in the soil on tiie 
II * 
aotivltioa of tho Aiotobaoter in tho samo aoll. Sxperlnenta 
with tha teat on aavaral aoila gave avidanoe of tha fact 
that on aoila poor In aolubla phoaphatasy the addition of theaa 
fartilixera atimiXataa the aotivity of tha Asotobaoter. Tha 
aoila rioh in phoaphataa aupnorted aa vigorous a growth of 
the organiama when no phoaphate fertilisera were added aa 
where additions were made. Be showed further that the re-
aulta obtained by the miorobioXogioal method quite generally 
agreed remarkably well with those obtained by the ohemioal 
methoda for determining the laok of phosphovua in aoils. 
Indioations of the quantity of phoaphate fertilisers neoes-
sary to bring about the greateat inereaae of erop yielda on 
the aoila were alao obtained by the use of this method. 
Ziemieoka eonaidered tha aoil reaotion a wary important 
faetor in thia teat as the atudy of the Asotobaeter is limited 
to nom-aoid aoila. 
Saokett (49) has desoribed hi a prooedure for making 
teata of plant food defioionoiea in aoila by the aoil plaque 
method, baaed upon the Winogradaky apontaneous oulture teat. 
He reporta that the method has proved suooessfol in the hsnds 
of the Colorado workera on Colorado aoila and eonoludes that 
thia method will awke it possible to test every field on every 
farm in the United Statea at praetiaally no expenae to the 
farmer. 
Walker* Sullivan and Pohlman (69) found that a soil treat­
ed with lime and manure in the field supported a mneh more 
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Yigoroufl growth of Aaotobaoter than toils traatod with elthar 
lime or manure alone, and the Asotobaoter growth In the latter 
aoila waa more Tigoroua than in soils receiving no fertilisa­
tion. In this test no aotive Azotobaoter organisms were 
found in one of the untreated soils. The results show further 
that the ^ owth of Azotobaoter in these soils was stimulated 
considerably by the addition of lime and phosphate to the 
soils in the plate tests. This was true of all soils which 
contained the Azotobaoter organisms. The Azotobaoter growth 
appeared on plates of soil treated with lime and phosphate 
and which had a pE of 6.60. A more rigorous growth develooed, 
however f on plates of soil having a higher p^  value but with 
the same treatments. 
White (60) made preliminary studies by the plaque method 
which failed to show the presence of Azotobaoter, even with 
the addition of liberal amotints of phosphorus and energy 
material (mannite and starch). The absence of the organisms 
was probably traceable to the reaction of the soil which 
showed a pH of 5.7S when xmtreated. 
Oulttoneau (27) found that all soil types examined by 
the Winogradslcy spontaneous oultare method showed a need for 
phosphorus. This teat confirmed cultural Indications in the 
field and knowledge already laborj^ ously obtained by chemical 
studies. 
Tests were made replacing sodium phosiAxate with either 
potassium phosphate, superphosphate, slag, disintegrated 
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phosphate or preoipltated phoaphatea* The results obtained 
by this test were always in agreement, but for each soil the 
Asotobaoter cultures were more or less luxuriant according 
to the nature of the phosphatio fertiliser added* 
Kryuchkova (54) added varying amounts of soluble phos­
phates atTates varying from 45 to 640 kg. per hectare to 
soils prepared by the Winogradsliy method in petri dishes in 
which artificial inoculation of definite znsobers of Azoto« 
bacter was made and found it possible from counts made after 
84 and 48 hours to determine the phosphorus pentoxide re* 
quirement of the soil* 
Soil Deficiency Tests* 
Hildas and Eirsdhberger (58) developed a method for the 
detexviination of the phosphoznas x>entoxide available in soils. 
This method9 based on the fact tbat Aeotobacter require a 
certain minimum concentration of phosphorus pentoxlde for 
msTlnmm development, consisted of treating five grams of air 
dry soil with 20 co. of a culture solution containing SO 
grams of macnitol, 0.2 grams potassium 6hloride and 0.5 grams 
potassium sulfate per liter, and inoculating with a fresh 
Asotobacter aultva>e» After a suitable period of incubation 
the Asotobocter developsient la. the solution containing the 
five gfaias of soil was oaqpared with a control containing 
0*02 percent phosphorus pentoxlde* It was found possible by 
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this method to divide 27 soils of known phosphoznxs pento^ de 
requirement into 3 groups which oorrelftted with tests by the 
Nei^ auer nothod and the citric aoid soluble i^ sxdiorus de­
termination* 
Scheffer (50) pointed out that it was often difficult to 
estir^ te the growth of Asotobacter on this test^  because of 
the presence of other organisms, I^so high results sometimes 
occur since those other organisms cause the formation of acids 
which dissolve some pihosphorus that would otherwise be tui* 
available. He suggested the substitution of calcium acetate 
for mannitol in the nutrient solution as it gave cultures 
more nearly pure and the results obtained were in good agree­
ment with those secured by the Neubauer and Mitscherlioh 
methods* 
Protolongo (46) gave a critical i?eview of the methods used 
to teat soils for fertilizer needs* He concluded that the 
biolo^ cal methods including the Neubauer test were unsatis­
factory and maintained that eventmlly eihemlcal tests will 
be sufficient in themselves as criteria of the needs for 
fertilization of soils. 
BatBDgartel and Simon (4) showed that the Azotobacter 
test in solut-i-on cultures may give inaccurate results due to 
the use of hard water in making up the xmtrient solution. 
Using Munich tap water in the nutrient solution a distinct 
butyric acid fermentation and only a scanty Azotobacter growth 
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resulted. By the uae of holled Munloh tap water or distilled 
water the butyrio aoid fermentation was prevented, t^is in-
dioatea that the oaloium bioarhonate of the tap water was 
unfavorable to the ^ sotobaoter growth and the balance between 
the bu^ rrio aoid formers and the Asotobaoter was removed. 
Baumgartel (s) discussed the dependence of the Asotobaoter 
development on the physical and chemical properties of soils 
and pointed out that differences in these factors may cause 
the appearance of typical or atypical Asotobaoter develop* 
nent in the mannite solution cultures. 
Hartung (28) found the Asotobaoter solution culture method 
was not practical as it gave positive results only on soils 
abnoraally hlfga in phosphoznis. She pointed out that the test 
was influenced by the phosphoric acid content of the soil, 
the amount of solution used and the shape of the culture vessel. 
i^klas. Bock and Poschenrieder (59) attempted to refute 
the indictments made against the Asotobaoter solution oultxire 
test by Hartung. 
Curie (16) used the spontaneous culture test in conjunction 
Vith the silica gel plates and the direct mlcroscopio eaarmina-
tion for studying the growth of Asotobaoter and their re­
lation to the fertility of plot soils. %ere was no correla­
tion of Asotobaoter activity with crop yields on the untreated 
plots, but soils treated with lime, superphosphate and sodium 
nitrate shovikd a greater development of the Asotobaoter than 
did the untreated soil. Manure additions to tiie soil depressed 
•» 16 • 
tho Asotobaoter aotivitiaa. No aoloniea darolopad In aoila of 
a raaotlon below 6*0« 
Brdenbrecher (19) oonsldered the Azotobaoter solution 
culture method for determining phosphoric acid in soils as a 
qualitative method but prefexceed it to other tests as the 
amcmnt of material to be liandled was less than with many other 
methods. 
Soil Reaction 
Oainey (20, 21 and 22) examined s<^  418 soils and found 
75 percent of them were acid, i^fty percent wore more acid 
than 6«0 and 50 percent apparently did not contain Azoto­
baoter* Very few soils more acid than ^  6*0 oontaizwd Azoto-
baoter, while this group of organisms wa$ present in most soils 
with a lower hydrogen ion concentration* As the limiting 
hydrogen ion concentration for the growth ^ f Azotobaoter in 
pure culture was found to be near i>H 6.0 was concluded that 
the very close eorrelation existing between the reaction of 
the soil and the presence of the Azotobaoter indicated that 
the absolute reaction was very important, ii^  not the limiting 
factor in controlling the presence of this gri^ up of organisms 
in the soil* If the reaction of a soil mor^  aoid than a pH 
6*0 was changed, by adding calcium carbonate to a reaction 
leas aoid than pH 6*0 the soil would support Azotobaoter grovvth. 
If sufficient acid was added to a soil less acid than pH 6.0, 
and containing Azotobaoter, to increase thai lucidity to a point 
much greater than pE 6*0, theae organiama i^ o^ ld disappear firom 
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the soil, if aoldlty oontlmed for aziy length of tine* 
Qalney and Batohelop (25), Johnson and Llpoan (90) and 
Yamagata and Itano (70) studied the effeot of the reaction of 
the oalture xoedia upon the growth of the Asotobaoter and 
found that the limiting hydrogen ion oonoentrution was very 
close to pH 5*9 to 6.0. The influence of oaloium carbonate 
on Azotobaoter appears to vary with the species* Asotobaoter 
beiJerinckH grew very well in the absence of calciusi carbonate, 
while Asotobaoter ohrooooocnm and Aaotobaoter vinelandii and 
especially the latter were very sensitive to a lack of the 
carbonate• 
Krishna (55) fouzid the optiarum range of reaction for the 
growth of Acotobaoter and for nitrogen fixation was between 
6.5 and 8«4* She limiting reaction on the acid side was be­
tween pR 6.8 and 6»9« 
Skinner (51) reported that Asotobaoter were present in 
peat soils where the x*«aotion was above pH 5.9* The results 
indicated that Asotobaoter ohroocoocum was found more often 
in basio soils while Agotobacter beijerinokii was often foxmd 
in soils near a reaction of pH 5*9. 
PhosphopuiB and Oalciuni Relationships 
Lipnan (55) noted very little growth of Asotobaoter in 
soil to whiob no oaloium carbonate had been added* At about 
this same time Oerlaoh and Vogel (24) made a study of the 
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affect of different aalta in the ouXtixre medium \xpon the nitro­
gen fixed hj Azotobacter. Ibe resulta indicated the importance 
of calcium and phoaphoma for the activitiea of the Asotobaoter 
group* 
Aahby (2) pointed out that the Aaotobaoter require plenty 
of freah air and calcium or magneaixsa carbonate for their 
growth. 
Lipnan and Brovn (37) noted that additiona of potaaaium 
acid i^ oaphate to the culture aolution increaaed the fixation 
of nitrogen very nmterially. HofAnan and Hammer (29) found 
that calcium phoaphatea increaaed nitrogen fixation by Azoto-
bacter. Hig^ r fixation waa aecured with di*oalcittm phoapxJite 
than viith mono*calcium phoaphate. 
Brovn (10} atudying the effect of lime on nitrogen fixa­
tion found that in moat caaea the increaaed fixation waa almoat 
directly proportional to the applicationa of lime, 9 tona of 
11: e increaaing the fixation almoat three timea aa much aa did 
one ton of lime* 
Bear (6) obtained increaaed fixation of nitrogen in acid 
aoila by the additiona of both auperphoaphate and calcitm 
carbonate * 
Bonafzi (7) removed moat of the phoapihatea from a culture 
medium and then inoctilated with Agptobaoter ciagooeoeetm* 
No Asotobaoter gprowth waa obtained in thia medium except where 
calcium nitrate waa added which atiaulated good growth* He 
concluded that tracea of phoaphatea were preaent in the aolution 
• 19 • 
and that the nitrate vaa responsible for the growth* 
Allen (1) studied conditions affeoting the growth of 
Agotobaoter dhroococoum In pure culture in Ashby's medium end 
found that if the medixim was filtered to reiaove all the phos-
X^ tes, both oalelum carbonate and trl-oalcium j;AioQplhate must 
be added to secure growth* ?h8 conclusion was reached that 
good growth in culture solutions was associated with jAiosphorus 
nutrition of the organism and the maintenance of a proper re^  
action of the medium. 
V/akaman and Karunakar (57) concluded from tiieir studies on 
nitrogen fixation and mannite decomposition that soils whicfti 
contained an abundance of available phosphorus decomposed 
mannite very rapidly, while unlimed soils whldi -ere low In 
available phosphorus decomposed manziite wery slowly* 
Slklas, Posdhenrleder and Hock (48) reported that plxos*> 
phorus pentoadde and caldum oxide were necessary for the growth 
of Azotobacter even if the reaction was favorable* In soils 
with a favorable retiotlon with sufficient calcium oxide, but 
low in phosphorus pentoxlde, growth occurred but free nitrogen 
was not assimilated* Some soils were found in whioh all of 
these conditions were apparently optimum but Asotobaoter failed 
to grow because of some unknown factors* 
" Hiklas, Scharrer and S^ -robel (44) made a study of the in­
fluence of various amounts of phosphorus supplied as Chemical 
salts or as natural phosphate fertilisers upon the growth of 
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Asotobaoter in mixed oultizree. With 6hemioal salts the best 
growth was aeoured with magneaim p!hos|fliate> followed by 
oaloiiua, potassium and sodium salts in the order named. Ferrio 
salts were not utilised* with the mono-salts of magnesitim and 
sodium there was greater growth than with the di*salts. Uono-
and di*oaloium phosphates showed less effect than did di-
potassium phosphate* With the various fertilisers the more 
available materials gave the best growth of Azotobacter* 
Saokett (48) studied the effect of phosphates and insoluble 
crop residues on the growth of Astobacter and oonoluded that 
phosphates stimulated growth which led to a corresponding in­
crease in the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen* 
Hiklas and Foschenrieder (40) examined soms 500 soils for 
Asotobacter and found that they occurred in 40 percent of the 
soils« Soils supplied with an abuzidance of calcium curbonate 
and xdiosphorus showed good Asotobacter development* These 
authors also made "a study of the optimoM phosphorus content of 
* 
a eultare nediun for Asotobacter growth and found that the 
optinum varied from 0*008^  to 0*18 grsms of phosphorus pento* 
xide per 100 cc* of culture medium with the various pure salts 
of i^ sphorus which were studied* 
' Ziemiecka (78) studied the role of jiiosphorus in the 
fixation of nitrogen and found that in the presencd of 86*0 
milligrams of phosphorus pentoxide in the form of mono* 
potassium acid phosphate the fixation of free nitrogen coz>z>es-
81 * 
ponded to a quantity leas than one milligram of fixed nitrogen 
for eaoh milligram of phosphorus pentoxlde absorbed* In the 
presenoe of 10.5 milligrams of phosphorus pentoxlde the fixa­
tion of every 2 milligrams of free nitrogen depended on one 
milligram of pihosphox*us pentoxlde absorbed, and In the presenoe 
of one milligram of phosphoxois pentoxlde In the medium 7 
milligrams of nitrogen were fixed* The mlnlmmn quantity of 
phosphorus pentoxlde In the tdm of mono<*potasslum aold phos­
phate absorbed by the Asotobaoter In order to fix 20 mllll-
grams of nitrogen on deeoaaposlng 2 grams of mannlte was 9.39 
milligrams of phosphorus pentoxlde. The dlffloultlty soluble 
phosphates like trl-oalolum phosphate and also those phosphates 
oontalned Ip the Thosms slag oan be, to a oertaln extent, 
utlllBed by the Asotobaoter In the prooess of fixation. In a 
ten day exporlment wltii the solution oulture the Azotobaoter 
oan absorb from the trl-oiilelum phosphate up to 6 or 6 parts 
per 100 parts of phosphorus pentoxlde and In the Thonaa slag 
7 parts per 100 parts of phosphozois pentoxlde. Howerer, In 
the experiment following the method of the spontaneous cul­
ture soil plates these same difficultly soluble phosphates 
have been shown to be non-ut 111 sable by the Asotbbaoter. 
V Burk and Llneveaver (12) found that for the noz^ l rate 
of fixation by Asotobaeter either oalolum or strontium must 
be present In the oultore solution In relatively large oonoen-
tratlons (26 to 60 p.p.m.). With only 1 to 6 parts per million 
there was very little fixation. Phosphorus did not appear to 
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be esaential ffir growth in solutions oontainlng either free 
or fixed nitrogen, except possibly at oonoentr&tlons below 
0.1 to 1*0 part per nlllion of Wlldi hl£^ er oonoentra-
tlona of phoaphorus stlnoilatlon of growth roaohed a maxlxaum 
effeot at about 100 to 600 parts per ailllon of PO^ . 
Soil Inooiilation 
Stoklasa (53) concluded frora his early studies on soil 
Inoculation by camoerclal cxiltures of non-syablotlc :iltrogen 
fixers that It led to Increases In nitrogen fixation In con* 
aldereble quantities* Re believed that the organism B. mega­
therium was responsible for the nitrogen fixation. However» 
a later test on "Alinit" gave 'negfitlvo results and Stcklasa 
concluded that soil inoculation had no practical value* 
Beljerlnck (6) discovered the aerobic free living zxitro-
gen fixing organisms iblch he named Axotobacter. Tills dis­
covery called to attention the possibility of inoculating; 
soils to increaae their nitrogen c(»itent and thereby Improve 
their crop producing power. Lipman and Brovm (S6} inoculated 
soils in cylinders in the field wi-tn pure oultxxres of Asoto* 
bacter vlnelandll and Azotobactor belisrinclcii. The soils 
were kept fallow for one year and then cropped to a rotctinn 
of oats« corn and rye. Considerable variation was shown lu 
I 
the yields and nitrogen content of the crops, and they coii-
cluded that the inoculation did not increase the xiitrogen supply 
of the soil. 
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BottoDnloy (8) attempted to solve the diffloulties oon-
neoted vlth soil inooulation by the use of peat or humas as a 
oulttipe mediur.. Ho sterilized Sphagmm peat an^  inooulated it 
with culticpes of nitrogen fixing organisms and inoubatod it 
several days at 20 degrees Centigrade. Russell (47) demon­
strated with his eoperioents on Bottomley's inooulant that it 
had no special agricultural value above that of any other or­
ganic material oontaixxing the same quantity of nitrogen. 
Emerson (17, 18) found 97 percent of the organLsms de­
veloping on nitrogen free media had the power of fixing 
nitrogen* After carrying on rather extensive studies on the 
subject of soil inoculation with Asotobacter he readied the 
conclusion that soils may be profii-abXy inoculated with Asoto-
bacter. He obtained best results with Aaotobacter vinelandii 
and Azotobacter bei^ erinekii. He suggested that certain 
cultivation practices mi^ t bring about an incz^ ase in the 
nitrogen fixing power of the Azotobacter. 
Qreaves (25) stated that there may be a decrease in crop 
yields the first year after inoculation if carbohydrates and 
Azotobacter are added to the soil, and a considerable increase 
the second and third year with the possibility that the soil 
may gain in nitrogen content. 
Brown and Hart (11) studied soil inooulation with Azoto­
bacter and concluded that it may became a pofofitable practice 
under actual field conditions. The problems connected with 
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preparation of the oviltiirea uid their introduction into the 
soily however* were recommended for further atudy* 
Qainey (28) inoculated asiaXI field plots with Asotobacter 
and ftound that the introduction of these organisms into soils 
Which normally do not contain them is without effect in es* 
tablishijig a permanent flora. 
He concluded that if the acidity of the soil is reduced to 
a pH above 6.0 by adding basic materials like caloim carbon­
ate, an Asotcibacter flora can be established by inoculation. 
However, if the acidity of such a soil rises to a pH value lower 
than 6.0 the organisms will disappear. Hi a results showed t^ at 
nitrogen fixatio-. of the soils in mannite medium was greatly 
increased by inoculation with Asotobacter. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The •xperiuentful vorlc d«8oxdt>0d In th« following p&get 
dealt with (a) a study of the spontaneous culture test as a 
measure of plant food deficiencies on some of the more im­
portant soil types of lowa (b) a study of the spontaneous 
oulture method In an attempt to modify the test ao as to make 
It useful In determining the plant food deficiencies In Iowa 
soils and (o) a study of the organisms responsible for the 
spontaneous oulture growth appearing on the surface of the 
soil plates. 
Spontaneous Culture Tests on Soils. 
Thirteen soils were used In the experimental work, ten 
Iowa soils, one Utah soil and two Oolorado soils* The major 
part of the experimental work has been done on samples of 
Carrlngton loam soil tvm the Agronony Fum cf the Iowa Agri­
cultural Experiment Station* 
The Carrlngton loam soil has a dark brown mellow stirface 
soil extending to a depth of 12 Inches where It dhangca to a 
brown to dark yellowlsh-brown heavy loam* Below 18 to 20 In­
dies the subsoil Is encountered which Is a yellowish-brown to 
brovnlSh-yellow, somewhat gritty silty clay loam to clay* 
The pH of this soil varies with the treatments* The pB of 
the soil of the untreated plot was 6*0. The average phos­
phorus and nitrogen content for this soil type was 1436 and 
S914 pounds per acre respectively for the surface 6-2/3 
Inches • 
• &5 •» 
FortlUsex' •xptrimmita on outlsrlng fields «r« in progroas 
on many soil typea throof^ out tba atato* Soil aampto a vore taken 
froDoi nine of those experiment fie Ida on different soil types. 
Three ssmples were taken firora eaoh fields one from the un­
treated plot, one from the plot reoeiving manure, line and rook 
phosphate > and one frooi the plot reoeivizig loajmre, lime and 
miperphoaphate • 
The following Ixrief desoriptions of the soil types are 
given to shosr the outstanding oharaoteriatios of eaoh aoil 
type used for these ozperimsnts* 
The surfaoe soil of the 0*Meill loam is a dark brovn to 
dark gra7i8h-*brovn loam 10 inohes in depth* She subsoil to a 
depth of 24 inchea ia a hrotm loam to li^ t ailty clay loam, 
ii7liiah generally booooies sandier at lower depths and ia under-
> laid by a layer of gravel, coarse sand and small boulders. She 
organic matter content is z*ather low* !rhe pH of the aoil varied 
with the t3?eatmenta, the untreated plot shoving a pH of 5.OS* 
She average phospiuKrus and nitrogen content for thia soil typo 
was 1899 and 5516 pounds per aero i^ eapeotively for the top 
6-2/S inches. 
The Marshall silt loam is a dark brovn mellow ailt loam 
extending to a depth of 15 to 18 inches. Ihe subsoil at 96 
indhes ia a yellowiah<»brown heavy ailt loam to ailty clay loam, 
slightly mottled with gpay and iron stains below 24 inches* 
The reaetion of the untreated plot was pH 5*85. The average 
phosphorus and nitrogen content for this soil type was 1128 and 
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S680 pounds per actra respeotlToly for the aurfaoe 6-2/S ln(die8« 
The surface soil of the Qrundy ailt loam la a dark brown to 
very dark brown toellow silt loam 12 to 16 Inohea In deptlu The 
subsoil is a dark grayish-brown sllty olay loan mottled with 
iron stains and grading at 22 to 24 indhea to a mottled blxiish-
gray, rusty brown, yellowish-brown and grayish-brown heavy im­
pervious silty olay to clay. At the lower depths the heavy olay 
becomes a bluish-gray color and is sometimes locally knovm as 
hardpan* The reaction of the untreated plot was pill 5*46* The 
average phosphoras axid nitrogen content for this soil type was 
1077 and 4520 pounds per acre respectively for the surface 
6-2/3 inches. 
The surface soil of the Tama silt loam is a dark brown 
mellow silt loam extending to a depth of 14 to 16 inches. The 
subsoil is a yellowish-brown, friable compact silty clay losm 
becoming somewhat heavier with depth. Paint mottlingsof gray 
and iron stains are oononon in the lower subsoil. The reaction 
of the surface soil of the untreated plot was pH 5.48. The 
average phosphorus and nitrogen content for the soil type was 
2907 and 5650 pounds per acre respectively for the surface 
6-2/5 inches. 
The Carrlngton silt loam surfaoe soil is a dark grayish-
brown or very dark grayiSh-brown, mellow, silt losm, extending 
to a depth of 12 or IS inches. The subsurface soil is a brown 
or yellowish-brown heavy silt loam, silty clay loam or silty 
olay. At the lower depths the texture is heavier and the color 
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llelhtex>» and below 50 Inohea the axibaoil la a allty olay 
contalnlng pebblea, glaoiOL gravel and acme boiildera* The 
pH of the avr face aoll of the tmtreated plot vas 5.22. The 
average phoaphorua and nitrogen content for thla soil type 
was 1454 and 3280 poimda per aore reapeotlvely for the 
aurfaoe 6-2/3 Inches. 
The aurfaoe aoll of the Marlon allt loam la a light 
graylah-brovn or gray very fine flotu^ y allt loam extending 
to a depth of 6 to 10 Inohea* Below thla point la a very 
fine powdery oompaot allt loam material lifter In color than 
the surfaoe aoll and having the appearance of a dlatlnct white 
aubaurfaoe layer* Iron atalna and coxxoretl(»is occur In thla 
layer* At deptha varying from 15 to 20 Inches the subaoll 
conalata of a tough ocnpact waxy clay, graylah-brown to 
browxilahoyellow In color with rtiaty colored mottllnga and 
Iron oonoretlona* The reaction of the aurface aoll of the 
untreated plot waa pH 6*81* The average iftxoaphoraa and 
nitrogen content for thla aoll type waa 1588 and 1520 pounda 
per aore z>eapeotlvely for the aurfaoe 6*2/3 Inohea« 
The ^ llnton allt loan aurfaoe soli la a brown to yellow-
lah brown or grayiah«*bro«n mellow allt loan^  extending to a 
depth of 7 to 10 Inohea. The aubaoil la a Ijrownlsh-yellow 
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to yellow heavy oompaet allt loam to sllty olay, be^ ostliig 
lifter In oolo(r and somewhat heayier in texture at the 
lover doptha. The reaction of the surface soil on the mi­
tre ^ tod plot was pH 5*61. The arerage phosphoirus and nitro­
gen content for this soil type was 1306 and 3400 pounds per 
acre respeotively for the surfrce 6«2/3 inches. 
The surface soil of the Husoatine silt loam is a very 
dark brown to ziearly black silt loam extending to a daptli of 
17 inches. The u|^ r subsoil to a depth of 24 inches is a 
dark brown heavy silt loea to silty clay loam, mottled with 
yellowish-brown and stained with iron* Below 24 inches the 
subsoil is a silty olay loam, heavier in texture and lifter 
in color at the lower depths* The reaction of the surface 
soil from the untreated plot was pH 6*24» The average phos-
I&orus and nitrogen content for this soil type was 169 and 
4120 potusds per aore respeotively for the surface 6*2/5 
inches. 
The Webster loam surface soil is a very dark brown to 
black xottllow loam, 16 to 18 inches in depth* The siibsoil is 
a grayish-brown to dark drab silty clay to clay, mottled 
with gray, brown and yellow. reaction of the surface soil 
of the untreated plot was |dE[ 8«14 as determined by the quin-
hydrone electrode. The average phosihorua and nitrogen content 
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of this soil typo vaa 1077 and 4960 poxmda roapootivoly per 
acre for the aiirfaoe 6*2/5 inoles. 
One aample of aoil waa obtaizxed from the Experiment Station 
farm at Rooky Ford, Colorado, in the fall of 1950 throu£^  the 
ooxxrteay of Mr* Robert Gardner. The pH of this sample was 
8*40 as detemiined by the quixihydrone eleotrode. In the fall 
of 1951 another sample of soil was obtained from Mr» Gardner 
from the same field. The reaction on this sample was the same 
as that of the previous sample. A ssmple of soil was also 
obtained from the Experiment Station fam at Port Collins, 
Colorado, in the fall of 1951. (This soil had a pH of 8.2and 
proved to have a hi£^ er available phosphorus content than 
the sample from the field at Rooky Ford. 
The sample of soil from Utah was sent in by Dr. T. L. 
Martin of Bri£$ham Yoong University. T^ -ds soil probably was 
taken from the Jordan Series near Provo, Utah. The pH was 
8.45 as detenained by the quinhydrone eleotrode. 
Methods 
The Iowa soils were saiqpled by taking small ssmples from 
twelv* points on eaoh plot. aaall samples were then mixed 
to give a eoonposite sample whi<}h was used in the experiments. 
Each sample was placed in a new paper bag as soon as taken in 
the field and carried to the laboratory where it was air dried 
and sieved through a 20-iiiesh sieve and then placed in a clean 
mason Jar until needed for the tests. 
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All ohamlcals used in the quantitative tests vere of 
c.p. quality.The ohesdoals used in the other tests were of 
reagent quality. 
TABLE I 
pH Values for Soils Sampled at the Agronomy 
Farm October 1« 1950. Also pH Values for the 
Samples of Soil Seotu?ed from Utah and Colorado 
During the Fall of 1950 
Soil or plot 
Carrington 908 7. 25 
Carrington 910 6. 89 
Webster 8. 14 
Utah 8. 45 
Colorado 8. 40 
The Wipoigadslcy Spontaneous Oulture Plate Method 
The proeedure followed in malrins up the spontaneous 
culture plates in this work was as follows} Three 100-gram 
samples of eaoh soil were wei£^ ed out and treated as follows: 
(a) potato ataroh 6 percent added* 6heck (b) potato starch 
5 percent and 0.4 percent calcium carbonate (c) potato starch 
5 percent, 0*4 percent calcium carbonate and 0*6 percent of 
secondary sodium phosphate. Zn some oases a fourth plate was 
made by adding muriate of potash to the soil with the (o) 
treatment above to determine the Influence of potassium ad* 
ditions to the soil* After the materials were thoroughly mixed 
with the soil sufficient distilled water was added to make a 
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thlok paste, moistened soil waa then paoked Into duplicate 
halvoa of amall petrl dishes and the surface amoothed hy means 
of a molat spatuXa. plates were then placed In a moist 
ohumber and Incubated one vreelc at 28 degrees Centigrade. 
Obseryatlons on the growth on the plates wezH» made each day* 
Modifications of the Wlnopg*ad8ky Spontaneous Culture Method 
Some changes In the above procedure were found more suita­
ble for the studies on the Iowa soils. Prellalnary tests 
showed that mannltol stlimilated a moz>e abundant and vigorous 
growth than did starch and thns made the test more sensitive. 
One and twenty-five huxidredths percent of mannltol proved to 
give the maximum readable growth on the soil plate where 
spontaneous culture apjwared. It was also found loore con­
venient to add the required amounts of mannltol and phosphate 
In solutions. Ten co. of a 12*5 percent mannltol solution and 
5 CO. of a 12 percent dl-sodlum phosphate solution were added 
to each 100 gram sample of soil. 
Results 
Preliminary experiments on the Carrlngton loam from plots 
908 and 910 (see table III for treatments} Indicated that It 
was possible to obtain the typical £sotobacfcer gz>owth, de­
scribed by Vlnogradsky (61), on the soil from plot 903 when 
•tariff lime and phosphate were added, but there waa no growth 
when the pihoqphate was cnltted from the treatment. On the 
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aoll from plot 910 no grovth waa obtained with any of the 
treatnents* 
Table III gives the field treatments for all tlie plots of 
Carrington loam, located on the Bxperiinent Station farm, whidi 
were \ised in the experiments* 
A oomparison of the growth of the spontaneous cultures 
on soils from the hxsnid and arid seotlons are ^ own in table 
II. It is of particular intez^ st to note the development of 
the typical Asotobacter on the soils from the arid section. 
With the Colorado soil, small, slow*growizig colonies were 
produced in 72 hours when starch or starch and lime were added, 
but When starch, lime and phosphate were supplied, vigorous 
rapid-growing colonies developed in 72 hours. On the Utah soil 
numerous fairly vigorous colonies developed when starch or 
starch and lime additions were made to th# soil. When starch, 
lime and phosi^ te were added to the Utah soil, only a sli^ t 
Increase in the amount and vigor of the spontaneous culture 
growth resulted from the addition of the phosxiiate. It is 
also of interest to note that the typical Azotobactcr growth 
appeared on the Utah soil 24 hours later than on the Colorado 
soil, otherwise there was no appreciable difference in the 
appearance of the growth which oocuz*z>ed on the plates mado 
with the two arid soils. 
With the Webster soil small slcF growing colonies appeared 
after 180 hours incubation on the sa»pl«'ft receiving starch, 
lime and phosphate. Ho growth appeared on the samples when 
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phosphorus was omit tod from tho trsataent. 
TABLE II 
The Development ot Spontaneous Cultures on Soil 
Plates of Soils from Iowa, Utah azxd Colorado 
After Inoubatlon at 28^ C. lova Soils Sampled 
October 1, 1930. 
soil or I } stareh i^ tareh 
plot t Staroh tO.4^  OaCOjj CaOO 
nunber Stareh t0»4^  CaOO^ iO.ejC KagHF04tb.6§ NaoH?04 
908 — — * 48 hrs. • 48 hrs. 
910 
-
120 hrs. - 120 hrs. 
Webster — + 120 hrs. + 120 hra. 
Colorado + 72hr8. 4- 72hr8. <HH 72 hrs. -M-H hf 72 hrs. 
Utah 98 hrs. ^ 96 hrs. -H H* 96 hra. •H i-i> 96hrs. 
Observation of growth la at 120 hours unless otherwise 
noted In table* 
- designates no growth of spontaneous oultures. 
•I* designates a soant but notloeable growth. 
•»"i- designates an average growth with ooloxiles distin­
guishable. 
+++ designates a heavy vigorous growth whez*e It Is 
dlffloult to distinguish individual oolonles. 
•H-H- designates a very dense growth overgrowing the 
entire plates so that Individual colonies are not 
distinguishable. 
Additions of anxpiatd ol' potash did not stinulate any 
increase in the developoient of the spontaneous oultures over 
that produced by additions of staroh, lime and jdioophate on 
either the Iowa soils or the arid aoila tised in tlils e:cperlment. 
T/LBLB III 
Field Treatment of Oarrlngton Loam Soils of Iowa 
Used in Experimental Work. 
HoFS 
Ho«» Treatment 
601 Farm Manure, 8 tons per aore and lime in sufficient amount 
to neutralise the acidity aa indicated l>y lime requirement 
teats once in four years. 
602 Same as 601 plus 600 pounds of raw rook phosphate every 
four years* 
603 Same as 601 plus 1000 potmds of raw rook phosphate every 
four years. 
604 Same as 601 plus 1500 i>ounds of raw rook phosphate every 
four years. 
605 Same as 601 plus 8000 pounds of raw rook phosphate every 
four years. 
•» 
606 Same as 601. 
701 Qreen manure (clover) and lime in sufficient amount to 
neutralise the acidity aa indicated by lisne requirement 
teats once in four years. 
708 Same as 701 plus 500 pounds of raw rook phosphate every 
four years. 
705 Same as 701 plus 1000 pounds of raw rook phosphate every 
four yeara. 
704 Same as 701 plus 1500 pounds of raw rock phosphate every 
four years. 
705 Same as 701 plus 8000 pounds of raw rook phosphate every 
four years. 
706 Same as 701. 
908 Farm manure and lime. Manure applied at rate of 8 tozis 
per acre, once every four years. Lime as in 909. 
909 Lime applied as required to neutralise acidity as in­
dicated by lime requirement tests, once every four years. 
910 Check - Ko treatment. 
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Table S oontlnued 
TToTt 
Ho> I Treatment 
1000 Oheok - No treatment. 
1001 Hanure» onoe every four years at the rate of 8 tons per 
aore* 
1008 Manure aa in 1001 plus limestone sufficient to neutral­
ise aoidity as shown by lime req^ rement tests, onoe in 
four years. 
1003 Manure and lime as in 1002 plus raw rook phosphate at 
the rate of 2000 pounds per aore onoe in four years. 
1004 Manure and lime as in 1002 plus superidioaph&te at the 
rate of 150 pounds per aore every ysar. 
1005 Cheok - No treatment. 
Notes Series 601 to 606 and 701 to 706 reoeived the treat­
ments of lime and fertilisers inl921, 1925 and 1929. 
Series 908 to 910 reeeived treatments of lime and 
fertilizers in 192S, 1927 and 19S1* Series 1000 to 
1005 received treatments of lime and fertilisers in 
192S, 1927 and 1951. 
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Prollminapy taata on energy aotiroea (table X) had shown 
suumitol to be more effeotive In stimulating a vigorous 
spontaneous oulture growth tlaan additions of st&rdh and was 
used therefore in the majority of the experimental work vhicAi 
follows. 
Following the preliminea>y tests shown in table II it 
seemed necessary to test samples of soil from plots receiving 
a larger number of fertiliser treatments to determine whether 
or not additions of phosphorus fertilisers in the field treat­
ments would inorease the phosphorus oontent of the soil to 
6u6h an extent that mannitol and lime additions to the soila 
would support as large and vigorous a spontaneous culture 
growth as additions of mannitol, lime and pihoaphate* 
In April 1931, samples of soil were taken from'the series 
of plots 1000 to 1005 as well as from series 908 to 910, and 
the. spontaneous culture test made. Table IV gives the results 
of these tests. %e soil from plot 908 supported a greater 
growth than was secured the x>revious fall. The sample taken 
from plot 909 which received only lime in the field treat* 
ment, supported a growth equal to that of plot 908 which re* 
oeived both manure and lime In the field treatment. However, 
both samples required the addition of phosiAioras with the 
mani^ tol and lioe to bring about the spontaneous culture growth. 
%e soil from plot 910 again failed to support a spontaneous 
culture growth with all the treatments. Tbla lack of develop­
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ment of the spontaneous culture growth Is undoubtedly due 
to the aold condition existing in the soil of plot 910 vhioh 
shows a pH of 6*0. 
In the 1000 to 1005 aeries all the samples of aoil 
aupported a spontaneous oultui*e growth of approximately the 
ssme amount and vigor whan uannitol, lime and phosphortAS 
were added. Bo growth appeared on any of the samples when 
phosphox*us was omitted from the treatment* This is not what 
would be expected beoauae of the different fertiliser treat-
xoenta of the aoila of the varioua plots in the field* Ap­
parently the field additiona of manure» rook phoaphate or 
superphoaphate did not influence the development of the 
apontaneous oulttirea on the aoil platea in this test* 
During the latter part of April two other aeriea of plots 
vrere sampled and tested by this method* Plots 601 to 606 
and 701 to 706 were dhoaen because of the plots in the 600 
series received field treatments of barnyard manure and 
amounts of raw rook phoaphate varyixig from 500 to 2000 pounds 
per acre every four years, while the plots in the 700 series 
received green manure and similar applications of the raw 
rook phosphate every four years. 
The 8000 pound application of rook phosphate is believed 
to be far in exceaa of the amount neeeaaary for maximum crop 
reaponae from additiona of phoaphonxa to thia aoil* rhia be* 
lief ia aupported by the crop ylelda on the pXota in theae 
two aeriea aa will be pointed out later* 
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mSLE XY 
!Ihe DoTeXosment of Spontaneous Cultures on Plates 
of Soils fpcm VurlouB Experimental Plots. (See 
Table XIZ for trefitzaents of plots). Soils Sampled 
April 1901• 
: t :l«S^  Hannltol: 
:0.4}5 C Plot: 1.25^  Hannltol a. 2^  Hannltol ^  
Ho. t t0»4% OaOOg :0. 
A% OaCO. 
6% Na2HroA 
t pH Of 
: soil 
96 hrs. 7*50 
++ 48 hrs. 7*10 
— 
6.00 
+ 48 hrs. 5*55 
+ 48 hrs. 5*55 
• 48 hrs. 6*50 
4- 48 hrs. 6*50 
+ 48 hrs. 6*45 
+ 48 hrs. 5*75 
•M- 48 hrs. 7.00 
++ 48 hrs* 6*75 
++ 48 hrs. 6*60 
++ 48 hrs. 6.59 
++ 48 hrs. 6*80 
++ 48 hrs. 6*60 
++ 48 hrs* 6*62 
++ 48 hrs. 6*65 
-M- 48 hrs* 6*75 
•+ 48 hrs* 6.68 
++ 48 hrs. 7.00 
++ 48 hrs. 7.05 
908 
909 
910 
1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
Observitlon of growth Is at 120 hotirs xmless otherwise noted 
In table. 
- designates no growth of spontaneous culturef 
* dasignates a scant but noticeable growth. 
•H> doslgnatett an average growth Mth colonies distin­
guishable* 
•M-f designates a heavy vigorous growth wher# It Is 
difficult to distinguish Indlvldtaal coXonles* 
M I» designates a very dense growth overgrowing the 
entire plates so that Individual colonies are not 
dlstlngulshable. 
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Seyeral faots nay b« noted In the data aeoured In these 
tests as shown In table IV. First, the reaction of the soil 
from all the plots in both aeries is stiffioiently close to 
the neutral point to support the aerobio non-symbiotic nitro­
gen fixing organisms which are belieTed to be responsible 
for the spontaneous culture growth* Second, all samples of 
soil required additions of mannitol, lime and phosphate to 
bring about the development of the spontaneous cultures* No 
growth appeared on any of the soils when phosphorus was omitted 
from the treatment* Third, the amount and time of develop­
ment of the' si>ontaneou8 cultures was the same regardless of 
the aaumnt of rock phosphate added in the field tz*eatments* 
Six months later, la October, 1951, the same four series 
of plots listed in table IV were again sampled and the spon­
taneous culture test applied in the same manner as at the 
X>reTlotts sampling* Xhe results of these tests are shown in 
table V. 
The reaction of the soils from all plots had not ohazxged 
materially from tlmt shown at the April sampling, except that 
there was a sli^ tly greater acidity. This apparent increase 
in acidity may have been due to variations in making the de­
terminations as all plots showed about the same decrease in 
the ifi values* 
Samples of soil from plots 908 and 909 showed a moderate 
growth of spontaneous cultures with additions of mannitol or 
uanjcitol and lime, but a greater and much more vigorous de-
S9 • 
Tttlopodnt oecu]*red when aannltol, lime and phoaxOiate ware 
added* Alao the aample of aoll from plot 910 whioh did not 
show apontaneoua culture growth at the two prevloua aampllnga 
supported a very good deyelopnent when mannltol, lime and 
phoaphate were added* 
In Table VI the erop yielda for eaoh of the past ten yeara 
are given for plota 908 to 9X0. Eaoh year plot 908, whi6h 
reoeived treatments of manure and lime, produced a higher 
yield of corn than plot 909 whi<Ai received only the lime 
treatment* Both plot 908 and 909 produced higher yields of 
oorn than the tintreated plot 910. apontaneoua oultixpe 
test indioatea that more phoaphorua ia needed on theae three 
plots* 
The aamplea from the \mtreated plot 1000 and tram the 
manure axid lime treated plot 1002 failed to produce a 
apontaneoua culture growth with any of the treatmenta for 
the apontaneoua culture teat* The aoila from plot 1000 re­
ceiving manure treatment and from plot 1003 receiving manure, 
lime and rock phoaptaate, aupported only a acanty apontaneoua 
oultnre growth when mazuoitol, lime and phoaphate were added, 
while the aoila from the aame plota supported a moderately 
vigorous growth on the aamplea taloen in April* Cie aoil from 
plot 1004 receiving manure, lime and atiperphoaphate and frcm 
the untreated plot 1005 aupported the aeme amotint of growth 
aa waa shown by aamplea taken from these plota in April, 1931* 
However, the development was somewhat slower than in the 
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TABLE V 
The DeYeloinent of Spontaneous Culturea on Plates of 
Soils from Verloas Experimental Plots (See Table III 
for Field Treatments of Plots). Soils Sampled Ootober 
1931. 
TISWi 1 tl.m kannitolt 
No. tl.85^  Mannitol)l»8^  HannitoltO.4^  OaOO« : pH of 
I >0,4X CaOO« »0,S^  MaoHPOA > Soil 
008 + ++ +++ 96 hrs. 7.45 
909 + + +4-M' 96 hrs. 7.09 
910 - • 96 lu»a. 6.00 
1000 m 5.55 
1001 -• «• 5.60 
lOOS - — - 6.44 
lOOS - • 96 hrs. 6.50 
1004 - 6.41 
1005 m - ++ 5.70 
601 • •f 6.93 
602 - m ++ 6.70 
60S - 6.68 
604 - m + 48 hrs. 6.48 
605 m - + 48 hrs. 6.53 
606 " - + 96 hrs. 6.75 
701 • • + 72 hrs. 6.50 
708 • - 6.59 
703 - m + 78 hrs. 6,63 
704 - « + 78 hrs. 6.69 
706 • > + 72 hrs. 6.61 
706 •• mm 
-H-l- 7.03 
Appearanoe of growth is at 120 hours tmless otherwise noted 
in table. 
• designates no growth of spontaneous culture. 
•f designates a soant but notioeable growth. 
•H> designates an a-rerage growth with colonies distin­
guishable. 
•i~H' designates a heavj yigorous growth where it is 
difficult to disting^ sh individual oolonies. 
++++ designates a very dense growth overgrowiz^  the 
entire plates so tbat individual oolonies are not 
distinguishable. 
TABLE VI 
Crop Yields of Corn in Boshels per Acre on Plots of Series 908 to 910 with Contiznious 
. Corn, 
Ha.jl922 >1925 il924 :1925 »1926 »1927 il928 >1929 il950 il0gl 
908 52.8 52.5 34.2 57.5 55.0 37.5 44.8 45.2 30.9 67.7 
909 45.7 43.8 30.0 45.3 28.8 32.0 36,0 36.3 29.0 35.1 
910 32.8 36.3 22.8 25.3 17.5 25.9 28.7 30.4 28.1 89.7 
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former teats. A eeoond test was made on the soila from plots 
1000 and 1002 and again no growth ooourred. It appears that 
aome factor Is presint vhlOh inhibits the activities of the 
Qa[*ganl8m8 responsible for the spontaneous culture growth on 
the soils from these two plots. It is difficult to suggest 
an explaxiation for this phenomenon as the change in the re* 
action of the soil from one sampling to the next is not 
large •nou£^  to inhibit the activities of the aerobic non-
STmbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria. 
In general^  the crop yields on this series of plots 
presented in table VII, show increase^  in the yields every 
year in the order of the fertiliser treatments. That is, 
the manure tx^ ated soil plot 1001 produced larger crop yields 
each year than the untreated soil plot 1000. Llkewiae, the 
manure and lime treated soil plot 1002 yielded more than 
was secured on plot 1001 and on plot 1005 on which the soil 
was treated with mazmre, lime and rock phosphate there was 
a greater yield than on plot 1002. 
The spontaneous ealture tests indicate that all the 
plots in this stiliples require phosphorus additions, if the 
lack of growth on the soil when phosphorus is omitted from 
the treatment is aooepted as an indication of low phosphorus 
availability in the soil* 
No increase in orop yields is shown on any of the plots 
due to the accumulative effect of the fertiliser treatments 
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frtm year to year, that la^  the wheat yields for 1991 are 
not significantly larger than those produced on the same 
plots in 1927 or 1923* Likewise, the oorn and hay yields 
are about the same from year to year, except for seasonal 
variations, which indicates that either the amounts of the 
fertilizer constituents added to each plot are too small to 
allow an accumulation of the constituents from year to year 
or, if an aoounulation does occur, some other factor or 
factors becomss tlxe limiting factor in producing crop yields* 
If the first supposition is true, than the spontaneous 
culture test is correct in indicating the need of larger 
additions of phosphorus to these soils, however. If the 
latter supposition is correct, then the spontaneous culture 
test Is not a measure of the phosphorus needs of the soil 
for optimum plant growth in the field* %e esQwriments 
coz^ ucted on the soils from the two series of plots 601 to 
606 and 701 to 706 cive some ix^ ormatlon on this question 
azid will be oonsidered next* 
In series 601 to 606 all plots show less development of 
the spontaneous culture growth than was supported on the 
samples taken from these plots in April, except for the 
sample taken from ylot 602 which shows as great a develop­
ment as on the forxaer ssmpling. The growth, however, re­
quired 120 hours before apx>earing on the soil from this plot 
at the October ssmpling as conqpared with 48 hours for the 
sample taken in April* 
TABLB VII. 
Crop Yields Per Aore of Plots on Series 1000 to 1005 with 
5'year Rotation 
IToFT • : : : : : : « : 
Ho,: 1922~ : 192S 1 1924 > 1925 I 1926 t 1927 t 1928 t 1929 : 1950 s 1931 
t Tons. iBushaivtiiusheXstisushelst xons sBusheJLs tBusheis luusheis : Tons'" •Bnsliels 
• 
• Clover: Wheat • • Com Oats s Cloven Wheat t Corn t Corn sClovenvtvMt 
1000 1.80 '54.5 50.0 40.0 1.05 55.5 62.9 48.8 1.65 34.0 1 
1001 2,05 45.2 72.8 55.1 1.55 54.9 67.1 51.5 1^ 90 39.0 
1008 2.45 59.8 70.0 54.7 1.45 56.2 67.1 53.4 1^ 65 40.3 
lOOS 2.55 46.5 71.4 59.0 1.50 58.8 72.9 64.1 2.37 42.0 i 
1004 2.95 49.5 74.5 64.0 1«85 41.5 74.5 69.7 2.77 44.5 
1005 1.75 29.0 50.0 55.9 1.00 28.3 62.9 49.1 1.70 33.5 
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On plots 701 to 706 all saxnples exoopt the one from 
plot 70S showed less spontaneous culture development than 
was supported by the sazaples taken in ^pril, and a longer 
time was required for the appearance of the colonies. The 
•ample taken from plot 703 supported a rery good spontaneous 
culture gtowtb. which developed after an incubation period of 
120 hours, or 72 hours longer than was required in the 
previous test. 
Crop yields on the plots in the 601 to 606 and 701 to 
706 series have shown the greatest increase due the first 
500 pounds of rook phosphate added to the soil. The second 
500 pounds of rook phosphate applied has also given a profit­
able inorease in the crop yields* h^e nwTcimum amount of rock 
phosphate which will produce the moat eoonoodLoal returns 
with all factors considered» when applied under the con­
ditions of this field experimen;b» apparently lies between 
the 500 and the 1000 pound applications in both the 601 to 
606 and the 701 to 706 series. Above this amount the applica­
tions of rook phosphate did not give profitable returns as 
the cost of application exceeded the value of the increases 
obtained. 
e^ spontaneous culture test on the soils from these 
plots, as noted previously, indicated that the soil in these 
plots needs more phosphorus than the amount already present. 
AS pointed out with the 1000 to 1005 seizes, the crop 
yields on the plots in the 601 to 606 and 701 to 706 series 
TABLE VZII 
Crop Yields P«* Aciro on Plots Series 601 to 606 and 701 to 706 with 4 Year Rotation. 
7Io^  : : : s t : • e • • • • • • 
Ho* 1921 }1922:1923:1924: 1925 :1926:1927 : 1928 t 1929 • • 1930 : 1931 
• llfons t Bu.: : zons : 1^ .s Bu. : Bu. : Tons I Bu. : BU. 
t Clover: Com t Corn t Oats s Clover x Com t Cora : Oats t Cloven Com :Com 
601 1.09 82.5 75.4 84.1 0.76 68.7 58.6 40.9 4.24 36.8 54.4 
602 1.28 83.7 77.1 84.1 0.88 71.0 64.9 44.7 4.68 41.6 54.3 
60S l.SO 86.8 81.7 88.3 0.99 70.2 61.3 45.0 4.73 42.1 55.7 
604 1.30 92.5 75.8 97.6 0.93 71.7 61.3 34.4 4.84 41.9 57.5 
60S 1.41 92.0 85.2101.8 1.06 73.7 63,6 45.9 4.69 41.4 61.0 
606 1.07 79.6 81.7 84.8 0.76 68.2 51.3 37.5 3.83 41.6 62.1 
701 1.07 72.8 65.2 75.4 0.54 60.3 51.8 54.7 2.40 38.4 49.1 
702 1.21 77.1 72.8 77.2 0.52 65.1 57.7 55.3 2.86 39.0 49.5 
703 1.20 78.8 69.3 77.3 0.58 64.1 48.6 52.5 2.88 41.6 43.7 
704 1.23 81.1 72.2 81.1 0.62 63.9 52.2 55.3 2.68 39.9 52.1 
705 1.31 79.7 72.2 86.6 0.56 65.7 52.8 55.9 2.79 39.7 51.0 
706 1.12 74.8 60.3 70.9 0.38 49.7 44.2 51.4 2.25 37.1 46.0 
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do not Show any Inoreaso In orop yields due to the aooumula* 
tive effect of the additions of rook phosidiate to these soils* 
This, and the faot that eoonomioal orop returns were not ob­
tained when the applloatlons of rook phosx^ te exoeeded 1000 
pounds per acre every four years. Indicated that some factor 
or factors other than the x^ osphoms content of the soil In 
these plots has beoocoe the llxaltlng factor in orop pro* 
ductlon. Hence, in thj^ s case, the spontaneous culture test 
does not appear to be a measure of the phosfhorus needs of 
the soil for plant growth in the field. 
Following the work on the variously treated experimental 
plots on Carrington icam in the Spring of 1951 it seemed 
desirable to obtain samples of soil from some of the outlying 
soil experiment fields in the state In order to determine 
their ability to support spontaneous oulture growth with the 
mannitol, mannitol and lime and mazmitol, lime and phosphate 
additions. The data for these tests are ahcnm in table IX 
with the orop yields, fertiliser treatsients and soil reaction 
of the different fields from which samples were obtained. 
Samples were obtained from the untreated plot, and from 
the manure, lime and rock phosphate and the manure, lime and 
superphosphate treated plots from each experimental field. 
These treatments were selected as the spontaneous culture 
test deals with the availability of the phosphorus in the 
soil. 
On the ssmples taken from the 0*leill loam on the Everly 
field in Clay County* no spontaneous oulture growth appeared 
lABLE ZX 
Spontaneous Culture Growth Secured on Plates ot 
Soils Ft>om Outlying Bxperluental Fields Compaz^ d 
with R action. Crop Yield and Field Treataients 
of the Soils* 
Crop Yie^ s 
: : tiay » oats t Ocam tapontanaous (hiltnre growth 
Field spH or:Yrs,: :Yt'S.: SYrs,: ' :Mannltoi:]iannitoi:iiannltol, USe 
Treataaentt soil>Ave.xTons>ATO»tBus»>Ave»tBusonly :and llme:and phosyhate 
Cia7 uonnty - Sveriy rield. series I. O'Heill loam 
JSn 5.W^  8—0.01 8 ^ S8.S —^41.8 ' = +S 
H-fLfRP « 
1I<I>XH>SP •« 
6.90 S 1.48 S 
6.64 S 1.58 9 
49.9 7 46.7 
65.8 7 46.1 + 
Gherolcee uoonty - Cberoicee field. Harsiiaii Silt ijoam 
dK , 
M-flH-RP 
M-l-IcfSP 
5.85 8 1.79 8 
6.67 2 2.08 2 
6.66 2 2.51 2 
70.9 5 47.8 
81.9 6 54.4 
84.1 6 55.7 
• 
Henry county • Ht. . ifleasant field. Series 100. orundy silt loam (S. 
U+I^BF 
IM^S? 
6.46 3 2.822 4 
6.07 3 3.12 4 
5.88 3 3.66 4 
46.9 8 44.1 
67.7 8 63.2 
70.2 8 67.1 
-
Blade Hawk County - Hudson field - Tama silt losm 
CK -
H-l-L^ -RP 
M-t-Irl-SP 
5.48 3 1.19 4 
7.16 5 1.61 4 
6.73 3 1.78 4 
47.0 6 50.0 
58.1 6 60.8 
57.4 6 63.5 +++ 
- - • •• Ultohell County - usaice field. Carrinpcton silt loam 
CK _ 
M+L+RP 
114-1(4-SP 
5.8^  3 1.87 3 
7.21 3 1.74 3 
7.33 3 1.87 3 
@0.8 8 46.0 
69.8 8 58.9 -f -f 
76.9 8 57.8 + * »>»» 
Bremer County - naverly field Ho. 2. Carrlnp^ ton loam 
GEL 
H-l-Irl-RP 
K-flrf-SP 
5.56 8 0.88 8 
7.04 2 1.82 2 
7.04 2 2.12 2 
40.1 4 38.1 
64.9 4 54.4 
66.8 4 55.2 
• 
•M-f 
+++ 
crop Xlelds 
} : Hay : Oats : Com tSpontaneous Culture Orowth 
Field ipH ofzYrs.t tYrs.: :Yra.t :]EannltoliXannitoltXanlhltol, llsie 
TreatmentXsoil tAve.tTonstAve.tTonssA-ve.tVonst only sand Umetand phospiiate 
Lee county - west Point field. Bo. 2. Harlon silt loam 
M-fld-RP 
H+lrfSP 
6.221 9 1.93 e 96.7 6 96.8 
7.78 5 2.28 5 48.9 5 50.7 
8.04 5 2.74 5 54.9 5 51.0 
++++ 
++++ 
o^tt fjouniy - c'rinMton field. Clinton silt loam 
M-fl^ RP 
H^ IrfSP 
5.S1 5 1.09 5 44.4 5 S9.S 
6.59 3 2.10 S 55.4 5 77.3 
6.50 S 2.19 5 59.8 5 74,8 
+++ 
• 
•usoaiine county * Letts Fieid. knsoatlne slit loam 
lI-fld-RP 
M+lrfSP 
5.34 9 l.BO 2 55.9 5 dS.S 
6.83 2 2.28 2 69.0 5 78.2 
6.47 2 2.25 2 73.2 5 81.2 
mm 
• <0 
I 
uk z 
'L 
RP 
SP 
Manure 
LimestozM 
Rook Fhosxdiato 
Superphosphato 
***-¥+4-
=: fair growths of spcoitaneouB oultures 
•= no growth of spontaneous cultures 
= good n • « • 
s very good growth of sx>ontaneaus 
cultures. 
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when phoaphorua waa omitted from the treatment* However, 
the aoils from the untreated plot and the plot treated with 
manure, lime and auperphoaphate aupported a aoanty growth 
while with the aoil from the plot treated with manure, lime 
and rook x^ sphate there waa no spontaneous oulture growth. 
It appears that the rook x&osphate treated soil should have 
supported a spontaneous oulture growth equal to that whioh 
developed on the aoil from the plot receiving the manure, lima 
and auperphoaphate or the untreated plot whan the reaotiona 
of the three aoila are oompared. However, aoone other faotor 
prevented the growth of the organisms responsible for the 
spontaneous oulture growth in this soil* 
Or op yields indioate benefioial effects from applioationa 
of phosphorus to this soil* The spontaneotui oulture test 
also shows that a soluble phosphate must be added to the soil 
to stimulate the growth of the organisms responsible for the 
spontaneous oulture growth on the plates* The orop yields 
indioate that the plants have been able to utilise some of 
the phosjborus added in the fertiliser treatments while l^ e 
organisms prodaoing the spontaneous oulture growth were not 
stimulated by the jdiosifcoras present in the soil and required 
the addition of a soluble phosphate for their growth* 
On the aamplea of the llarflhall ailt loam from the 
Cherokee field in Oherokee ^ ounty the spontaneous cultures 
developed only on the soil fron the untreated plot when 
additions of maxmitol, lime and phoiiphate were made* Crop 
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yield! were increased by additions of phosphate fertilisers 
to this soil in t^ e field but the spontaneous oulture test 
failed to shotr any response duo to the phosphorus additions 
made in the field* The reaction of the samples of soil from 
the treated plots vas above pH 6*0 and should not have in­
hibited the growth of the spontaneous cultures, henoe, aone 
other factor evidently prevented the a]n>earanee of the 
spontaneous culture growth on these soils* 
The Oxomdy silt loam from the Mt« Pleasant field in 
Henry County did not support a spontaneous oulture growth 
with the complete treatment in the test on any of the samples. 
This lack of growth was probably due to the initial reaction 
of the soil, the untreated plot showing a piH of 5.46, which is 
somewhat too acid for tho ezistenoe of the aerobic non-synbio-
tic nitrogen fixing organisms. The applications of lime on 
the treated plots have probably not neutralised the acidity 
stifficiently for these organisms to beoome established in 
the soil, hence the spontaneous culture test showed no growth 
with these soils* 
The Tama silt losm from the Hudson field in Black Hawk 
County did not support a spontaneous oulture growth when 
pihosphorus was omitted from the treatment* However, when 
mannltoly lime and jdxosphate additions ware made to the a oil 
a vary good spontaneous cultiire growth developed on the m ils 
from the two field*treated plots* The soil from the untreated 
plot supported no growth. Phosphate additions in the field 
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ln<sroaaed the crop yields but did not influsnoe the spon­
taneous culture growth in the test. 
The Carrington silt loaa from the Osage field in Mitchell 
County showed unexpected results from the liadng and ferti­
lizer treatments* untreated soil did not support a 
spontaneous culture growth with any of the treatments in 
the test* This was expected since the of the soil was 
b«22. On the plots which had received field treatments of 
manure, lime and rock phosphate; and manure, lime and super­
phosphate, a scanty spontaneous culture growth developed with 
additioiui of mannitol, or of mannitol and line, ax^  a very 
vigorous spontaneous culture growth occu^ ed with additions 
of mannitol, lizoe and idiosphate* C^he te^ t indicated that 
some of the phosphorus contained in the soil is available to 
the organisms for spontaneotua culture gr^ tli* Additions of 
1 t 
phosphoirus, however, stimulated a muchgaNiattr aoftilrity of 
these organisms indicating that further additions of phosidiorus 
fertilisers would be beneficial to crop growth on th^ s soil. 
The Carrington loam from the Waverly field in Brimmer 
County failed to support a spontaneous culture grpwth when 
t 
pho8|dtiorus additions were emitted* Vlhen phospht^ s was 
added, however, the soil from the untreated plot' supported 
a scanty growth and the soil from the treated pl^ ts supported 
a very vigorous spontaneous culttxre growth* Additions of 
phosidiofrua fertilisers in the field greatly increased the 
crop yields on the soil but had no apparent effect on the 
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•pontaneoua oultura growth on the soil In the teat* 
The Marion ailt loam from the West Point field in Lee 
County did not support a spontaneoua culture growth when 
phosphorus was omitted from the test treatzienta* Additions 
of phosphorus, however^  stimulated a vigorous sx>ontaneouB 
culture growth on the soils fr^  the treated plots. No 
growth appeared on the soil from the untreated plot* Ad­
ditions of phosphorus fertilisers in the field increased 
crop yields but did not show any influence on the spontaneous 
culture growth* The acid reaction of the soil in the un­
treated plot ia probably responsible fcac the lack of 
spontaneoua culture growth on that soil* 
The Clinton silt loam from the Princeton field in Scott 
County did not support a spontaneoua culture growth when phos-
phorus was omitted in the test* With phosphorus addtions, 
however, a very vigorous spontaneous culture growth was 
stimtilated on the soil from the plot receiving field treat* 
oents of manure, line and rook phosphate* Only a scanty 
growth occurred on tibe soil trcm the plot receiving field 
treatments of manure, lime and superphospihate* No growth 
appeared on t^  soil from the untreated plot* Crop yields 
on this soil show that jpkcsphorus fertilisers have given 
large increases in the yields* The test indicated that 
further additions of phosphate are needed* The acid re« 
action of the soil in the untreated plot is probably re* 
sponsible for the lack of spontaneous culture development on 
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that soil in the test. No explMxation o&n be rji^ on for the 
difference in the snount and vigor of the spontaneous otilture 
growth shown by the two treated soils* 
rhe Uusoatine silt loam from the Letts field in Utusoatine 
Cotinty supported a spontaneous culture growth only with ad­
ditions of mannitol, lime and phosphate on the soil from the 
plot reoeiwing tz^ ataents of maxmre, lizne and rook jdaosphate. 
Ho reason is apparent for the laok of growth on the soil frcnn 
the plot receiving manure, lime and superphosphate* The re-
aotion of the soil from the untreated plot is acid enough to 
prevent the growth of the organisms responsible for the 
spontaneous culture growth, but this is not true of the soil 
from the superphosphate treated plot. Orop yields have been 
increased by the phosfdiorus addition to this soil, and, as 
before, the spontaneous culture test indicated the need for 
further applications of phosphozois fertilisers to this soil. 
Discussion* 
In practlaally all oases in which there was no spon­
taneous culture growth, the reaction of the soil was too acid 
or had previously been too add for the existence of the 
aerobic non-s^ nnhictic nitrogen fixing organlams of the soil* 
The lover limit for the appearance and activities of this 
group of organians has been set at pH of 5*8 to 6*0 by 
Og^ iney (20, 21 and 22) and Krishna (52). 
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Of the 16 CMLMS in the preceding ezperimente where no 
growth occurred on the toil plates when mannitol, lime and 
phosphate were added to the soil, 15 of the soil ssmples had 
a pH of 6*0 or below or had shown a reaction of pH 6*0 or 
below before lime additions were made in the field to neutral­
ize the acidity. Xt is probable that the soils from these 
15 plots do not contain the organisms ZHisponsible for the de­
velopment of the spontaneous cultures due to the acidity In 
the soils at present or to the acidity which had occurred 
before the limestone additions were made in the field* In 
those soils where the acidity has been neutralised suf­
ficiently for the existence of the aerobic non-symbiotic 
nitrogen fixing organiaas and which did not support a 
spontaneous culttare growth when treated with mannitol, lime 
and phosphate in the test, it is quite possible that these 
organisms have not been established in the soil since the 
reaction reached a favorable point. Hence, it is evident 
that the spontaneous culture test has little value on these 
soils as a teat for available phosphorus. 
In the one case where the reaction of the soil was above a 
pH of 6.0 and no spontaneous culttcre growth appeared when 
maxuitol, lime and phosphate were added to the soil in the 
test it is rather difficult to understand why the proper flora 
of organisms was not x>resent. The pH of this sample of soil 
from the untreated plot on the Marion silt loam from the v/est 
Point field in Lee County was 6.2. It is probable that the 
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balAnoe of factors In this soil vas sudh that more limestone 
was needed to brixig the pB of the soil to a higher value and 
thus cause a shift In the balance of the factors so that the 
aerobic non-ssrmblotic nitrogen fixing organisms might become 
established in the soil of the plots where the limestone ai>« 
plications were made and spontaneous culture growth developed 
in this test* e^ phosphorus and manure additions to the 
soils of these two plots probably contributed to a more desir­
able balance of the factors favorable to the growth^ of the 
flora responsible for the spontaneous culture growth. 
The inconsistency of the spontaneous culture growth 
appearance on samples of soil taken frcn the same plot at 
different times is worthy of notice. In samples of soil 
taken from plot 910 on the Garrington loan, no spontaneous 
culture growth developed on the soil in the tests made on 
samples taken in October, 1950, and April, 19S1, but on the 
samples taken in October, 19S1, a very vigorous spontaneous 
culture growth developed when mannitol, line and idxosphate 
were added* Other inconsistencids aay also be noted in the 
tests made on samples of soil taken from the sane plots at 
different times in the 1000 to 1005 series of plots* Tlaese 
inconsistencies suggest that there may be a cycle of growth 
or periodical oooarrence of these organisns in ttM soil 
which may be influenced by many factors* A study of this 
problem should be of interest* 
The comparison of the amount, vigor and tine of develop* 
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i&ent of the spontaneous oulture growth on the two sampllnss 
from the four aeries of plots, 908 to 910, 1000 to 1005, 601 
to 606 and 701 to 706 is of Interest in this same connection 
as a large variation in the tine of appearance of the spon­
taneous culture growth was noted. Some samples taken in April 
supported a good growth after incubation for 48 hours while 
at the later sampling 120 hours were required for the spon­
taneous cultures to develop* e^ same variations were observed 
in the vigor and amount of growth supported by the soils fj^ om 
the different plots. 
In general, the spontaneous culture test showed no 
correlation between the appoaz-auoe of the growth on the soil 
plates and the orop yields of the plots. A.11 the tests in­
dicated the need of additions of phosphorus fertilizers to 
the soils of the plots receiving treatments of phosphorus 
fertilizers far in excess of the amount shown to be profit­
able when orop returns and cost of application of the ferti­
lizers are considered, as well as on the plots receiving small 
or no phosphate additions. 
Effect of CfhMMcing the Bnery Material on t^  Develop-
loent and Ap^ arance of spontaneous cultures. 
Methods 
Starch was raoonraended by Winogradsky as tl^e energy source 
to be added to the soil to stimulate spontaneoui^ culture growth, 
hence it was used in theireliminary experimentsii Some soils. 
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however« failed to support a vigorous spontaneous culture 
growth when additions of staroh, line and phosiduite were made 
to the soil* Q^op this reason a series of soil plates using 
varying amoonts of mannltol and glucose as energy soxzroes 
were prepared foir spontaneous culture tests. 
Mannltol was seleoted for trial as it has been \ised in 
the isolation and description of all the members of the Asoto* 
baoter genus. Oluoose was chosen because many organisms are 
capable of utilising the energy received from the breakdown 
of the glucose molecule. 
The method used for making up the spontaneous culture 
plates for these tests was the some as that tised in the pre* 
viouB tests* %e mannltol and gluoose were substituted for 
the starch and varying amounts of each were added to the soil. 
The usual treatments were made with each amount of the energy 
sources added, that is, energy material only, energy material 
and lime, and energy material, lime and pbosi^ te. 
Results. 
Table X lists the results obtained when varying amoimts 
of glucose and mannitol were substituted for s tar oh in the 
spontaneous culture test. 
Soil from plot 908, sampled in October, 1990, was treated 
with 5 percent starch, 6 percent star6h and lime, and 5 percent 
stardh, lime and phosphate. Small slow-growing colonies 
appeared on the surface of tbe soil plate after incubation 
for 96 hours at 28 degrees Oentigrade, with the starch, lime 
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and phosphate treatment* V/hen 5 peroent maxmltol wae sub« 
atltuted for atardh In the oomplete treatment> a very denae 
vigorous apontaneous oaltore growth appeared* This growth 
of organisms oompletely covered the siirfaoe of the soil plate 
and obBcxired the individual colonies* YiHien 6 peroent gluoose 
was substituted for the staroh a similar spontaneous culture 
growth resulted, '-'•'his growth differed from that appearing on 
the Biannitol trSated plates in being less visoid and sometimes 
it would flow over the side of the petri dish to the bottom 
of the moisture Shsmber* Additions of 2*5 peroent of nannitol 
or gluoose gave the same results as the 5 peroent treatments* 
Z<ikewise, the addition of 1*26 peroent mannitol gave the 
same dense spontaneous oulture growtSi while the same weight 
of gluoose gs:ve a somovhat smaller growth than the mannitol* 
The pictures ~on pages 62 and 63 show the effeot of additions 
of 1*25 peroent mannitol on the spontaneous oulture growth on 
soil firam plot 908 compared with the growth resulting from 
additions of 5 peroent staroh in the asms soil* 
Discussion* 
Snsller smounts than 1*26 peroent of mannitol atimulated 
a good growth but not the maximum obtainable^  therefore» the 
use of 1*25 percent of mannitol was aooepted as the energy 
asterial for uss in the subsequent tests* She smallest amount 
of gluoose which gave the ffisxlinmn develoinent of the spon­
taneous otiltore growth was 2*5 percent* Oiuoose was not 
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T^ BLE X 
The Development of Spontaneous Cultures on Soil from 
Plot 908 as Xnfluenoed by the Kind and Amount of Energy 
Material added (Soil Sampled Ootober, 1930). 
carbohydrate soarbo&ydratescarholQrdrate: Carbohydrate -f 
Ppeatiaent : only i + lime ilime phosphate 
I 
5^  Starch • 
•• 
f t 
4 96 hrs« 
5^  mannitol • - 4-+++ 48 hrs. 
5^  glucose - • •»»»•» 48 hrs* 
2*5^  mannitol - 'H-H* 48 hrs. 
2,d^ glucose - 48 hrs. 
1.25^  mannitol •M-M- 48 hrs. 
1«2S^  glucose +++ 48 hrs. 
0*625^  mazxDitol •• 48 hrs. 
0.512^  mannitol «> • 48 hrs* 
• designates no spontaneous culture growth. 
+ designates a scant but noticeable growth 
•H* designates an average growth witli colonies distinguishable 
-t-M* designates a heavy vigorous growth where it is difficult 
to distinguish individual colonies. 
»"»»•» designates a very dense growth overgrowing the entire 
plate so that individual colonies are not distinguish* 
able* 
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aeleoted for use In the Isiter teats aa it produced a leaa 
diatinot oolony grovth and due to ita laok of viaoidity the 
individual oolony growtha flowed together when a heavy 
spontaneoua culture growth deTeloped on the platea. 
ICaunitol is an exoellent carbon aouroe for many of the 
nitrogen fixing bacteria. The Aaotobacter apparently find 
it well suited for their activitiea aa ia ahown by ita use 
in most of the work reported for atudiea of theAzotobacter* 
The mannitol additiona in theae teata made it more aenaitive 
to other changes as will be shown in some later teata where 
energy material utudiea were included with the inoculation 
studies. 
Actual size photograph of duplicate plates of soil taken from 
Plot 908 on the Carrington loam in Hpril 1931, shov/ing the 
spontaneous culture grov/th secured with the addition of 5 percent 
starch, 0.4 percent calcium carbonate and 0,6 percent secondary-
sodium phosphate. Incubation at 28 degrees C. for 96 hours. 
Actual size photograph of duplicate plates of soil taken from plot 
90b on the Carrington loam in April, 1931, shov/ing the spontaneous 
cultui-e growth secured v/ith the addition of 1,25 percent'raannitol, 
0,4 percent calcium carbonate and 0,6 percent secondary sodium 
phosphate. Incubation at 28 degrees C. for 96 hotirs. 
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Eyget of Iwocolatlon of Soil with Pure >nd Mlacad Oulturea 
of Organiana on the jbeveiopmont and Appearanoe of Spontan-
eoua Cttlt'vire'a.' 
The effect of inoculation of aoila with pure and lolxed 
culturea of organiama on the development and appearance of 
the apontaneous culture growth was atudied largely with the 
use of 3 different energy materiala, atarch^  mannitol and 
glucoae. e^ aame energy raateriala are uaed in thia exper­
iment* 
Methoda, 
The aame procedure waa uaed for maiding the apontaneoua 
culture teata aa waa followed in the previoua experimanta. 
She Iowa aoila uaed for thia part of tbe work were taken 
trwi plota 908 and 910 at the Agronomy Farm in October, 1930* 
The TItah and Colorado aoila were obtained from those atatea 
in the fall of 1950• 
Reaulta, 
Tftble XI liata the reaulta obtained by mixing different 
amounta of Colorado and Utah aoila, which auppcrted rery 
vigoroua apontaneoua culture growth, vith the Iowa aoil 
pariaon of th<) growth of the apontaneoua oulturea from the 
arid aoila ia alao ahown* It is of particular intereat to 
note the develoxnent of the typical Asotobacter growth with 
the arid aoila. With the Oolorado aoil, anall alow-growing 
which failed to support any growth. A com-
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eoloxiles were x>roduoed In 7S hoUra when oMmnltol or mannitol 
and line were added, but when xnannltol^  llxae and phosphate 
were supplied, vigorous, rapid^ growing colonies developed in 
72 hours* neither the 1 to 1 nor the 3 to 1 mixtures of 
Oarrington loam from plot 910 and the Oolor&do soil changed 
the amount of growth common to the Oolorado soil. 
With the Utah soil, zxomerous typical vigorous growing 
colonies were produced in 96 hours when mannitol or mannitol 
and lime were added, but when mannitol, lime and phosj^ te 
were stipplied, a larger number of more vigorous colonies de-> 
veloped in 96 hours. Heithor the 1 to 1 nor the 3 to 1 
mixtures of the Oarrington loam 3from plot 910 and the Utah 
soil changed the character of the growth common to fche Utah 
soil. However, the nuaber of colonies appearing on plates of 
t e mixed soil was someiAiat less than the number appearing on 
the plates of the Utah soil, when xAiosphorus was oBdtted from 
the treatsBient. With additions of idxosphorus, there was no 
apparent difference in the amount of culture growth* 
The above data indicate that tbe arid soils either con­
tained an essential nutrient for the bacterial growth or a 
bacterial flora capable of producing a spontaneous culture 
growth on the surfaoe of the soil plates under the conditions 
of these experiments,.or perhaps both of these factors were 
operative in the arid soils. It is evident that a bacterial 
flora producing the spontaiieous culture growth or some 
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SABLE XI 
Appear&noe of Spontaneoua Culttires on Plates of Soil aa 
Influenood by Mixing Varying Proportions of Carrlngton 
Loam Soil from FXot 9X0 with Utah cmd Colorado Soils* 
(Iowa SolX Sampled October, 1930}• Inoubation at 88^ C. 
Soil* and t t 11*2^  otannitol 
Anoimts of il«25fS nannitoltl«2^  Bannltol*0»4)S CaCO. 
Each Used I only »0«4^  OaCO^ t :0«6j^  MagHfOA 
Carrlzigton 
soil alone • • - 96 hrs. 
Utah soil 
alone 96 bra. •»>+ 96 hrs. 96 hrs. 
Colorado soil 
alone -f 72 bxta. •¥ 72 hrs. » 78 hrs. 
i^ i + 96 tee. + 96 hrs. +++ 96 bra. 
yf* • 96 + 96 hrs. 96 hrs. 
VA ± ±  ^78 br.. 
Hotes - designates no apontaneoaa culture growth. 
•¥ designates a qaestlonat^ e growth. A few fery small 
slow-growing colonies appearing on the sarfaoe of 
the plate. 
•f designates a^ soaaty but noticeable growth* 
designates an average growth with colonies distin­
guishable* 
•H~»> designates a heavy vigorous growth wbere it is 
difficult to distinguish individual colonies. 
designates a very dense growth overgrowing the 
entire plate so that individual co-lcnles are not 
die ting^ shable. 
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natorlal favoring; the development of the apontaneous oulture 
waa Introduced Into the Garrington loam by the additions of 
the arid soils. 
Table XIZ lists the data for the experiment carried out 
to detex>mine the influence of Inoculating the soil vlth a 
pure culture of Aeotobaeter chrooeoocqm and mixed cultures 
of orf^ nisms from the Colorado and titah soils. 
A suspension of the pure culture of Aeotobacter chro-
ooocoum vas xaade by placing 10 co. of sterile distilled vater 
on a 48 hour yeast mannitol agar slant culture of the organism 
and breaking the growth loose from the agar by agitation with 
a sterile inoculating needle. The tube was then rotated 
between the hands before eacih transfer to insure a good sus­
pension of orgatiims. Each soil sample was inoculated vrlth 
1 oc* of this suspension. 
•The suspensions of the organises from the Colorado and 
Utah soils were alike in their preparation. Ten cc. of sterile 
distilled vmter were placed in a test tube and a considerable 
quantity of the spontaneous culture growth was transferred 
from the surface of the soil plate to the test tube. The 
tube was then rotated between the hands to make a susponsion 
of the organisms in the solution. One cc. of this suspension 
was transferred to each sample of s::il. 
In all oases, 1 cc* of each susx>ension was transferred 
to an agar plate as a check on the viability of the organisms. 
An abundant growth of organisms developed on the agar plates 
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TABLE XIX 
Apx>earanoe or Spontaneoua Oult\u>o8 on Plates of Soil as 
Influenoed by Znooulatlng the Soil with Pure Culture of 
the Azotobaoter ohrooooeoum and Mixed Cultures of Organisms 
from Colorado and l^ tah soils. (Soil Sampled October, 1930). 
Inoubation 120 hours at 28°C« 
: inoouiation t : starch 
Soil i with Star6h:5*0^  Staroh:0«4^  CaCO^  
: Suspensions t iO,4^ CaOO^  tO»6% Na2HP04 
J of I t I ______ 
Plot 910 No inoouiation « • 3L20 hrs. 
Plot 908 Ko inoculation • • •h- 48 hrs* 
Webster Ko inoouiation « • -i- 120 hrs* 
Plot 910 Aaotobaoteg 
ehrooooeouiB* - -
Plot 908 Azotobaeter 
chrooooooum •• • • 
Webster Aaotobaoter 
chroocooom - - • 
Plot 910 Organlsms~I?an 
Colorado soil 
plat«t»« - -
Plot 908 OrgflnJHHS from 
Colorado soil 
pXiues - -
Webster Or^ tisms from 
Colorado soil 
plates - -
Plot 910 Organisms frooi 
Utah soil 
platet»* - • • -
Plot 908 Organisms trcm 
Utah soil 
plates - -
'.Vebster Organisms from 
Utah soil 
plates - -
•Vote It The suspension of Asotobaoter ehrooooooum was made 
by placing 10 oo« or sterile distilled water on a 
48 hour slant growth of the organisms and breaking 
up the growth i^ th a sterile inooulating needle* 
••Bote 2t The suspensions of organisms from the Colorado and 
Utah soil plates were made by transferring a con­
siderable quantity of the gelatinous mass appearing 
as spontaneous cultures on the respective plates of 
soil fz^  the two states to 10 oc* sterile water in 
a test tube and shaking to make a suspension. 
Note 3: Designates no spontaneous culture growth -
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in ever;; oa.ee as e reeult of this trenafer. 
The eolla used aa a baaia fco* thla ej^ rlment were taken 
fron plot 903, lihlah aupported a good apontazieoaa culture 
grovth with additlona of ataroh, lime and xAxoapihRte, tram 
plot 910, whioh did not aupport a apontaneoua culture gpawth 
vith any treatoenty and from the Webater loam which supported 
a rery scanty grovth with additlona of ataroh^  lime and 
phosphate* Aa Shown In the table XZZ^  no apontaneoas 
cultuire growth appeared on az^  of the aoll platea with any 
of the treateenta* e^ Inoculation of the aoll from plot 
908 with the auapenalona of organlaaia inhibited the growth 
of the normal flora of the aoll which produced a good spon* 
taneoua cxilture growth when uninooulated« The same la true 
with tha sample of soil taken froa the Webster loam. The 
Inooulatian of the aoll from plot 910 witii the auapenalona 
did not atimulate the growth on thla aoll* 
The inhibition of the development of spontaneous eultrxres 
by inoculation of the soils on which normal spontaneoua culture 
growth appeared la diffioult to explain since the organiama 
added in the Inooula were reaponsible fbr spontaneous culture 
developBient on the Colorado and Iftah soila, and in tho oaae 
of the Asototoaoter ohroococoum it belonga to the aerobic non-> 
ayobiotio nitrogen fixera which are believed to be reaponaible 
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for the spontaneous culture growth on the soil plates. 
Table XIII lists the results obtained on a similar ttfst 
made on the soil from plot 908 using slant and solution 
cultures of three Asotobaoter species, Asotobaoter ohro-
ooocoum, Asotobacter vinelandii and Asotobacter beijerinokil 
The slant oiiltures were grown on a yeast mannitol agar 
slant, and the solution cultures were grown in a yeast mannitol 
liquid meditim* Thz^ e energy sources vere used, 5 percent 
starch, 5 percent glucose and 5 percent mannitol* No spon­
taneous culture growth appeared when starch was added to 
the soil except irtien the inoculation WQS coiitted* When 
glucose was added to tbe soil the inoculation with the 
Asotobacter chroococcum suspension produced a greater spon^  
taneous calture growth than appeared on the plates inoculated 
with suspensions of either Asotobacter vinelandii or Asoto­
bacter beijerinckii When inoculation was omitted on t he soil 
additions of glucose stimulated a very abundant spontaneous 
culture growth. The Asotobacter vinelandii suspension added 
to the soil produced spontaneous culture growth in 96 hoiirs 
tfhile the other two species produced growth in 72 hours* 
When mannitol was used as an energy ooorce there was a 
mere uniform growth of the spontaneous cultures with all 
inoculations than when glucose was employed* On the plates 
inoculated with Asotobacter chroococcum. however, there was 
a greater development of culture growth than on those re­
ceiving the other inoetila. 
TABLE XIZI 
AppMumnoa of Spoataiiaoas CuXtuxnas on Plates of Soil from Plot 908, Inoculated 
with Slant or Solution Cultorea of the Asotobaoter using Staroh, Glucose and 
Wannitol as Energy Sources. All Plates Received the Cuatomary Oi4% CaOOs and 
0*6^  Incubation at S8^ C« (Soil Sampled October, 1950). 
Treatment 
:Sponteneou8 culture 
; growth appearance 
Starch S% 
" 
n 
-n 
tt 
'O 
Ho inoculation 
Ixxooulation with slant culture of As, chroococcum 
• " aolution culture of As. cfaroo" 
coeoim> 
InoovOafTon with slant culture of As. 
" " solution " " 
" " slant oixlture of Az. vinelandil 
solution " " *• 
beljerinokll 
n II 
Glucose 5% Ho inoculation 
M 
n 
n 
B 
It 
61% Inoculation with slant cultures of As. ohroococcusiM-M-
6%  ^ " solution " " ++++ 
Sji n " slant culturos " As. beilerlnckli + 
&% " " solution " " * + 
5% ^ " slant culturos " Az. vinelandii -i* 
6^  
It 
It 
Uannitol 5^  No inoculation It 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
soluti on " 
ft 
n 
i n 
Inoculation vd.th slant culture As* chroocoocum W u 8ol*n n • 
a 
n 
n 
a 
slant 
sol(n 
n 
• • 
Az • 
Az . 
^>el.1erlnckil 
a a slant It vinelandii 
n n sol*n a 
-M-H-
72 houra 
120 hours 
120 hours 
120 hours 
120 hours 
120 hours 
120 hours 
120 hours 
72 hotirs 
72 hours 
72 hours 
72 hours 
96 hours 
96 hours 
72 hours 
72 hours 
72 hours 
72 hours 
72 houra 
96 hours 
96 hours 
Hote: - designates no spontaneous culture growUi. 
-i- designates a scanty but noticeable growth. 
•f-i- designates an average growth ;7ith colonies distinguialiable. 
designates a heavy vigorous growth where it is difficult to 
distinguish individual colonies. 
designates a very dense growth overgrowing the entire plate 
so that Individual colonies are not diatingtiishable. 
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These tests indloate that the Inoeulation with the Agoto-
baoter ofapooeoooata did not IxiOilhlt the activities of the normal 
flor& of the soil whidh vere responsible for the spontaneous 
culture growth when no inoculation was ande, or that the 
activities of the Asotobacter ohroooooctnn themselves are 
stimulated more by the mannitol and glucose additions than 
are the Asotobacter vinelandli or Aaotobacter beijerinckii 
This is shown by the equal growth on the uninoculated soil 
and on the soil inoculated with the Asotobaeter cihroococcum 
suspensions, while the soil plates inoculated with the other 
two species of Asotobacter sixpportcd less growth than the 
uninoculated soil with additions of mannitol or glucose* 
As pointed out in previous tests» the sx>ontaneous culture 
growth appearing on soil platSs treated with glucose did not 
have the asms appea^ anee as t at developing on the mannitol 
treated soil plates. The growth was less viscid and lacked 
individual colony develoinent as the larger colonies tended 
to run together on the plates where heavy growth occurred. 
In general, very little difference in the spontaneous 
culture growth appeared in favor of inoculation of the soil 
with suspensions from either slant or solution cultures of 
the Asotobacter. However, the slant cultures gave slightly 
better spontaneous culture development in most instances. 
In all cases, vex>y abxmdant growth of the organisms resulted 
when one cc* of the suspensions used was transferred to an 
sLgar plate as a check on the viability of the organisms added 
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In the Inoeulst* 
With additions of hoth mazmitol and glucose the growth 
appearing on the soil inoculated with the Asotobacter vine-
iftwrtii appeared 24 hours later than the growth which developed 
on the soil plates inoculated with either of the other species 
of Asotohaoter* 
This experiment indicates that inoculation of the soil 
with organisms belonging to the group of aerobic non-
symbiotic nitrogen fixers may or may not inhibit the spon­
taneous culture developnent arising from the nonaal flora 
of the soil depending upon the energy source supplied. Ad­
ditions of glucose or mannitol apparently permitted a 
spontaneous culture development on the inoculated soil 
plates whloh did not occur when starch was supplied as the 
energy matei^ al. 
It has been observed by bacterloloslsts that too large 
an inoculum may be detrimental in some prcceduires and the 
following experiment was carried out to determine whether or 
not too large amounts of Inoculun had been added to the soils 
in the previous tests* Table XIV shows the effects of the 
sise of the inoculum and different amounts of mannitol upon 
the amount and time of appearance of spontaneous ctilture 
growth on samples of soil from plot 908 compared with the 
growth appearing on ssmples receiving the same amotmts of 
inoculum and stareh as the energy source. Tbo usual oalolum 
XIV 
Appoaranod of Spontaneous Cultux^ fl on Soil tr<m Plot 908 as Influenced 
by Size of Inooulm and Varying Amounts of Kannltol Compared with Starclu 
All Observations Hade at 48 Hours Except Where Othex^ wlse stated In the 
Table. All Plates Reeelved the CustooHiry 0,A% CaCO^  ayiA 0,6% BagBP04. 
Incubation 28^ 0• (Soil Sampled Ootober, 1931). 
Amount of Inogulm^  Added 
Amoimt or s : 1 oc* :o»l oo« to.oi co* :u»doi co* 
Energy i Ho tOrlglnal :Orlginal :Orlginal :Orlglnal 
Sonroe : Inoculation t Suspension; Suspension»Suspensl oaa i Suspensl on 
mannltol • »  ^* * * • * •• T fIT »4 t» * (96 hrs.) 
U25% " •+ »!•»» ••+ + •++ (72 hrs*) 
0.625^  " ** ++ ++ ++ ++ (72 hra.) 
0.512J^  • • + • • + (72 hrs.) 
Star^  (96 hrs.) -(ISOhrs) •(96hrs) + (96 hrs.) 
*InoouliBa made from a 10 oo* suspension of a 48 hour slant culture 
of a pure culture of Asotobaoter ohroo^ ooum. 
-Designates no spontaneous culture growth. ~ 
^^ •fDeslgnates a scant but noticeable growth. 
•f-i-Designstes an a-verage grotrth with colonies distinguishable. 
•H-fDeslgnatea a heavy vigorous growth where It Is difficult to 
distinguish Individual colonies. 
•M'-M'Deslgnatea a very dense growth overgrowing the entire plate 
so that the Individual colonies are not distinguishable. 
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oarbonate and phosphate treatments were xaade to each saniple 
of toil. 
Tlie data In Sable XIV ehov that 1 oc. of the original 
suspension of the Agotobaoter ohrooooooun groirth was too 
large as smaller smounts of Inooulum did not Inhibit the 
deyeloimenc of the spontaneous cultores when staroli was added 
to the S05.1* Q^ie 1 to 10 dilution of the original susjpenslon 
produoed a spontaneous culture growth in 48 hours as ooia-
pared with the 96 hours required for growth to appear on the 
unlnooulated soil with staroh as the energy source* Smaller 
amounts of the original suspension than the 1 to 10 dilution 
did not affeot the nozvial growth development stimulated by 
additions of starch, lime and phosphate to this soil. 
The effeots of the varying amounts of inooulum are 
shown with the larger amounts of xnannltol added, The amount 
of growth decreased with additions of the dilutions greater 
than 1 to 100 of the original suspension* The addition of 
the 1 to 1000 dilution of the original suspension to the 
soil produoed somewhat less growth than appeared on the tm-
inooulated soil plate* Also the time of develoioent was £4 
to 48 hours longer than was required when the larger amoimts 
of inooulum were added to the soil* 
Discussion* 
These data Indicate that too large an inoculum was x>e» 
sponsiblcT for the lack of spontaneous culture growth shown 
in table;S JlJl and XZH when staroh was used as the energy 
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aouroa. It is also quite eTidsnt from these results that 
the energy souroe is very laiportant for the deTelepment of 
the tsrpieal Asotobaoter growth on the spontajoeoas oultore 
plates as a xnuolrji more vigorous and rapid grovrlnf]; culture 
apX^ eared when xoannitol vas used as energy material than was 
produoed by the addition of staroh* Lilcewlae, the sise of 
the inooulxxm Is Important when starch Is used as an energy 
souroe. HoweTer, the sise of inooulm of the Aaotohaoter 
ohroooocciaa suspension apparently did not affect the develop­
ment of the spontaneous cultures on the soil plates when 
maniiltol was used as an energy soiaree^  
The last experiment of tlils group suggests rather an in­
teresting relationship between the numbers of organisms present 
in the soil and the kind of energy material present and 
the developaent of the spontaneous cultures on the soil plates. 
The laok of growth ooourrixig on the soil plates, using a 
soil wlxioh normally supports a spontaneous culture growth 
when starch, lime and pihosphates are added, and adding a 
large number of Asotobaeter oolls and supplying stardh as the 
energy souroe, is prtibably due to an unbalanced or at least 
an unfavorable natritional condition existing in the soil. 
This is indloated by the fast that when mannitol is substitu­
ted for the starch a heavy vigorous growth or organism 
appears on the surface of the soil plates. It is possible 
that the staroh is net available to the organiams in the 
amotmt reqtiired when a large number of arganissus are added 
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to the soil In the Inooulunif thua th« ooinpetitlon exlatlng 
betwaen tba nox<m&l aoil flora and the added organisms does 
not permit the deTeloEoent of the aeroblo organlama on the 
surface of the plate. Mannitol additions^  however^  apparent* 
ly overo&itto this cooapetltlon by aupplylng an energy material 
which was abundantly available to all the organlama present 
in the soil. 
Phoaphorua Re^ tlongiips and the Spontaneous 
(iultiire Deveioiinent 
The relatlonahlp exlatlng between the apontaneous culture 
developnent on soil platea and the availability of the 
phoaphorua In the aoll for plant growth under field conditions 
forms the basis of the Wl&o^ adsky apontaneous oulture test 
when applied to the Iowa soils xised in the previous ezperi* 
nents. In the foregoing tests there apopeared to be little 
correlation between the availability of the jdtiosphopus in 
the soils for orop growth in the field and the availability 
of the phosphorus in the same aoll for utilisation by the 
organisms producing the bacterial 0*owth on the surface of 
the soil plates in the spontaneous culture tests. Bxperi* 
menta were oonduoted therefore to atudy thia relationship. 
Methods 
The available phosphorus of the soil was determined by 
two different methods. The first determination was made by 
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the TXniog (56 ) 0*002 N sulfurio aold soluble xoethod* The 
seoond determination of available phosj^ orus was made by 
the Aspergillus niger method suggested by Niklas, Poschen-
relder and Trisohler (45). The following procedure was used. 
A nutrient solution of the folloving composition «as placed 
in 250 CO* Brlezmeyer flasks in 60 co* amounts: 
Hutrient solution: 
Gane'sugar.... 100 grams 
Ammonium sulfate 16 " 
Peptone. 1 gram 
Citric acid 10 grams 
Potassium sulfate........ 14.75 grams 
Uized solution (see below) 5 co. 
Distilled water... 1000 oo. 
Mjjced aolution: 
Manganese sulfate•*....*.204.6 grams 
Oopper sulfate... 1.9641 grams 
Zinc sulfate 1,4663 " 
Pez^ ous sulfate 1*6396 " 
Distilled water*. 1000 cc. 
After sterilisatioxxy each of the flasks received 7 grams of 
the soil to be tested and 1 cc* of a heavy suspension of 
Aspergillus niger spores. The flasks were incubated four 
days at 35 degrees Centigrade and the myoelial growth re­
moved from each flask and the triplicate samples of eaoli 
soil placed in a previously neighed evaporating dlih and 
dried in an electric oven for 18 hours at 60 degrees 
Centigradey then 4 hours at 85 degrees Centigrade and 6 
hotirs at 110 degrees Centigrade and then weighed* The ro-
sulting weight was divided by three to give the average 
weight of the mycelial growth produoed on each flaslc. 
The reaction of the soil was determined by use of the 
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qulzlhydrone elootrode and oaloulated to pH values. 
The spontaneous oultta>e tests vere made by the same pro­
cedure outlined previously, using mannitol as the energy 
material. 
Results 
Table XT shows the relationship between the spontaneous 
culture test as a means of detemixiixig the phosphorus de­
ficiencies of the soils of plots 908 to 910, 601 to 606, 
701 to 706, 1000 to 1006, the Utah soil and two soils frcaa 
Colorado, together with the reaction, phosphoznis content and 
fertilizer treatments of these soils* 
In the tests for the soluble phos£dx(H*us content by the 
Truog test method on t2ie soils from plots 908 to 910, the 
soil from plot 908 receiving xnannre and lime applications was 
hi^ er than that from plot 909 which received lime alone. 
The untreated soil of plot 910 contained slightly more 
soluble jdiosphorus tiian the manure treated soil of plot 909. 
The differences shown in the amounts of soluble phosphorus 
in these soils agreed with the availability of the phos­
phorus as shown by the tests used. However, the spontaneous 
culture developnent was affected by the reaction. No growth 
appeared on the untreated soil whi6h had a pH of 6.0, while 
good development occurred on the soils which received applica­
tions of lime sufficient to neutralise the acidity. As usual, 
more growth ooourz>ed when idiosphorus was added in the spon-
SABLE XV 
Relation Between ^ e Spontaneous Culture Test as a Means of l^ eterminixig the 
Plant Pood Heeds of the Soil and the ifi. Phosphorus Content and Fertilizer 
Treatments. (Colorado Soils obtained Fall, 1951, Utah Soil Fall 195Q). lova 
Soils Sampled October, 1931. 
.. : UTruogj torams wt. : tapontaneous Culture Orowtn 
Plot •Fertiliser tsoluhle P :of A.niger: pH s"'^ ~~~~nrr7S55r~~~~?n3SrmEaS5oI 
Ho.{treatments *ln pounds sgrovth per»of soil: 1*25^  :Hannitol •f:0.4^  <^ 003 
tin field tper acre ;7 gms.soil: illannitol:0.4^  CaC0a:0.65^  HapHPOA 
908 M 41. 55.4 0.550 7.25 + ++ +•+ 
909 H 26.9 0.500 7.09 + + +++ 
910 Ho treatment 28.4 0.505 6.00 • — +++ 
601 M 45.2 0.512 6.95 — - + 
602 M-fRRP SOOff 117.2 0.595 6.70 m •• •• 
605 IMIR? 1000# 181.6 0.480 6.68 — -
604 H4-RRP 1500$^  257.2 0.560 6.48 - -
605 If4>RRP 2000# 416.0 0.875 6.55 mm — 
606 M 64.0 0.508 6.75 -
701 OB! 45.8 0.500 6.50 mm — 
702 an -i-RRP.soo# 98.0 0.588 6.59 - -
705 m -i-RRP.iooo# 155.6 0.478 6.65 - -
704 GH^ -RRP.lSOO# 198.0 0.545 6.69 — -
706 aM<f RHP.2000# 296.8 0.807 6.61 — -
706 QM 57.8 0.255 7.05 - - +++ 
1000 Ho treatment 15.4 0.595 5.55 - «• -
1001 H 22.6 0.258 6.60 > mm + 
1002 M-i-L 51.7 0.298 6.44 - - -
1005 M-I-IH-RRP 29.8 0.628 6.50 •• - + 
1004 M-I-L4-SP 46.8 0.298 6.41 - ++ 
1005 Ho treatment 16.8 0.218 5.70 - - •M* 
F.C. 17.2 0.415 8.20 + ++++ 
R.F. — 47.5 0.825 8.55 ++• +++ 
Utah 419.6 0.915 8.45 +++ +++ • « • « T ' T  f ' l  
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LSCEND FOR TABLE XV 
Obaervatlone mada at 120 houra 
F«C* a Port Collins^  Colorado 
R.F. = Rooky Ford, Oolorado 
•• designates no spontaneous oulture growth. 
•f designates a soant but notioeable growth. 
<M- designates an average growth with individual colonies 
distlxigul ahable. 
•M-4> designates a heavy vigorous growth where it is 
difficult to distinguish individual colonies. 
f»f» designates a very dense growth overgrowing the 
entire plate so that individual colonies are not 
distinguishable. 
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tanooua oultxire teat than vlhen only xoannltol and lima ware 
applied to the aoila. 
On the sella from the plots 601 to 606 and 701 to 706 
the soluble phosphorus Shown by the Truog method inoreased 
with the increasing aaounts of rook phosphate added to the 
soil* l^ots 601 to 606 which reoeiTred barnyard manure had 
a much higher content of soluble phoqphorus than the plots 
which receiyed green manure. However« the available phos­
phorus according to the Aspergillus nlger test showed that 
approximately the aame amount of phosphorua was available for 
growth of the Aspergillus nlger on the soil from plots re-
ceivin'b green manure as was available on the soil from the 
plots receiving barnyard manure, when corresponding amounts 
of rock i^ osphate were added to both plots. In general, the 
increases in the Aspergillus nigcr growth were proportional 
to the increases in soluble phosphorus from one soil to 
another in the two aeries of plots. 
The differences in reaction between tlie soils in the 
plots of these two series were aoall and apporently had no 
effect on the 8por4taneous culture develoinent. 
The scanty spontaneous cultuz^  growth was counon to 
soil plates of all the plots in both series except on the 
manure treated soil from plot 601 whi<^  gave a somewhat 
better growth, and soil from plot 706, whioh received green 
manure, and which supported a heavy vigorous spontaneous 
culture development. There is no apparent reason for the 
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inoroased growth on those two plots. 
The soluble phosphorus content of the soils from the 
plots 1000 to 1005 increased vdth the fertiliser applications 
in the field except foir the soil on the plot receiving maniore, 
line and rock phosphate which showed sli^ tly lesi than ths 
soil from the plot reosiving manure and li; e« Hie correla­
tion between the soluble phosphorns content and the avail­
able phosphoznis shown by the Aspergillus niger growth wc.s not 
as close as that shown on the soils fron the plots discussed 
in the previous pcupagrafhs. The soil from plot 1000 which 
showed 15*4 pounds of soluble phosphoirus per acre supported 
an Aspergillus niger growth of 0*596 grams as compared v/ith 
0*238 and 0.298 grams supported by soils from plots 1002 
and 1003 which showed 22*6 and 51.7 pounds of soluble phos-
pliorus per acre respectively* e^ reaction of the soil from 
plot 1000 could hardly be resp usible for this difference 
since the reaction of the soil from plot 1005 which had 16.6 
pounds of soluble fdiosphorus per acre and suppoz^ ed only 
0*218 grams of Aspergillus niger growth was pH 5*70. The 
aaoimt of Aspergillus niger growth supported by the soil from 
plot 1003 was higher also than mig^ t be expected* It is 
evident that some unknown factor influenced the Aspergillus 
niger growth supported by the soils from plots 1000 and 1003* 
lo spontaneous culture growth appeared on the soil plates 
from this series when phosphorus was omitted from the treat-
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mentf and no growth appoared on the soil plates from plots 
1000 and 1002 with any treatment In this test. It seems 
doubtful whether the lack of growth of the spontaneous cul­
tures on the soils from plots 1000 and 1002 is due to the 
soluble phosphoapus content or the availability of the phos-
jdiorus in the soils since the untz^ ated soil from plot 1005 
which contained only sli^ tly more soluble phosphorus and 
showed less availability than did the soils from either of 
the other two plots mentioned, produced an average vigorous 
spontaneous culture growth. As was true with the other series 
of plots the spontaneous oulttu*e test showed no relationship 
to the soluble or available phosphorus according to tliis 
experiment. 
The soluble phosphorus content of the soil received 
from Rodcy Ford, Oolorado* was considerably higher than that 
of the soil from the Fort Collins, Colorado, field. The 
amount of Aspergillus nlger growth supported by these two 
soils was Shown to vary with the soluble phosphorus content. 
The spontanecfus culture growth also showed the effect of the 
available phosxdiorus, that is, the soil from Fort Collins, 
Colorado, supported only a scanty growth when phosphorus was 
CBiitted from the treatment and a very dense vigorous growth 
with additions of phosphoanxs while the soil from Rocky Ford, 
Colorado, supported a heavy vigorous growth without additions 
of Ehosx^ orus and only slightly more growth was secured when 
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phospihorus was added to the soil* 
Xbe trtah soil shoved a very hl^  soluble phosphorus con­
tent and an availability greater than that of the soil from 
Rooky Ford, Colorado* The spontaneous culture growth was 
only sli^ tly benefited by phosphorus additions. 
Ho definite correlation vas noted between the soluble 
phosphorus content, the availability of the phosphorus and the 
spontaneous culture growth* It does appoar that the hi^  
availability of the phosphorus trcm the Utah and the l.ocky 
Ford, Colorado, soils influenced the development of the spon­
taneous culture growth which appeared on these soils without 
the addition of phosphcrus. It is also evident that the hi^  
availability of the phosphorxis from the soils of plots G05 and 
705 did not influence the spontaneous culture groii/th on these 
soils since it was necessary to add phosphorus in order to 
bring about a spontaxxeous culture developoent on these soils* 
It is of interest to note that the Colorado soils showed 
a higher availability of phosphorus by the greater Aspergillus 
niger growth supported, for the same soluble phosphorus content 
present, than was ihown by the Iowa soils* For instance, the 
Colorado soil from the field at Rooky Ford showed 47*3 po\mds 
X>er acre of soluble phosphorus and supported 0*8ki5 grams of 
Aspergillus niger growth Wliile tlie Iowa soil froaa plot 605 
showed 416*0 x>ot]nds of soluble phosphorus and supported 0*875 
graos of Aspergillus niger growtfli* Likewise the soil from 
Fort Collins, Colorado had 17*2 pounds of soluble phosphorus 
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per aore and supportad 0«416 grams of Aaporgilltta nleer 
grovth while the soli frosn plot 1006 had 16*8 poimds of solubli. 
pihosphoms and supported only 0«flQ.a grams of Aspergillua nlger 
growth. The hl£^  amounts of Aspergillus nlger growth supported 
by the soils from plots 1000 and 1003 appear to be the ex-
oeptions rather than the rule for the Iowa soils* 
2n generalf it appears that the soil having a high soluble 
phosphortts content as determined by the Truog test will also 
support a Illatively large Aspergillus niger growth. The 
higher availability of the pbosphorus in the arid soils is 
probably due to the reaction of the soil or to a difference 
in the manner in which the phosphorus is held in the soil. 
The fact that the phosphorus of the srid soil is available to 
both the Aspergillus niger growth and the spontaneous culture 
development is of interest since the phosphorua of the Iowa 
soils appeared to be available for the Aspergillus niger growth 
but did not stimulate the growth of the spontaneous cultures 
on the surface of the soil plates. 
The reaction of the soil appeared to have little effect on 
the soluble phosphorus content or the availability of the phos­
phorus in the Zo«a soils, but did affect the spontaneous culture 
growth as no growth usually appears on the plates of the more 
acid soils. 
The preliminary test reported in table XYI was made to 
stTxdy the effect of different phosphorus souroes on the 
ai^ aranoe and development of the spontaneous oultxires. 
Three phosphorus souroes and one nitrogen source were 
added to the soil from plot 705. The nitrogen source was 
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TABLE XVZ 
Effaots of ChAzi^ ng tho FhosjOiorus Souroe and Making 
Additions of Nl&ogen on the Deyelopnent of the Spon­
taneous Cuitnres on Plates of Carrlngton Loam fx>om 
Plot 706 (Soils sampled October, 19S1). 
Treatment Otoseryatlon 
l«26i mannitol 
0.4< line 
1*2^  mannitol 
lime 
0,6^  Na2HP04 
1.2^  mannitol 
0*4^  lime 
0.6^  raw rook phosphate 
Ho growth in 120 horirs Incruba* 
tlon. 
A heavy, vigorous growth with the 
ooloxdes difficultly distin­
guishable from each other ap« 
peax^ d after 72 hours inouhation. 
Ho growth appeared in 120 hoxirs 
inouhation. 
1*25^  mannitol 
0,4^  lime 
0*6^  superx^ osphate 
1*25^  mannitol 
0.4^  lime 
0.&% Ha^ O^  
0.52^ lm^ 05 
A very scanty growth of thz^ e or 
four small colonies appeared after 
72 hours incubation. Ho increase 
at 120 hours. 
A thick «hite mdld growth over entire 
surface of the plate in 48 hotu s. 
Ho bacterial growth evident at 120 
hours. 
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added to determine the effect of avullable nitrogen In the 
soil on tSifi spontaneous culture deTelopnent. The soil from 
plot 705 was <^ osen beoause of the large additions of rook 
phoqphate to this soil in the field treatments. A total 
phosphorus determination was not made on this soil hut the 
soluble phosphorus test indicates that this soil is rela­
tively bi^  in soluble phosphorus (see Table XV}. 
As shown in table XVI, no growth appeared when phos* 
l^ oznis was omitted from the treatment. However, a very 
vigorous spontaneous culture growth developed when 0.6 jper* 
cent of the secondary sodium phosphate was added to the soil* 
\7hen a similar application of rock phosphate, which was 
ground to pass a SOO-mesh sieve and contained 46 percent of 
phosphorus pentoxide of which 9 percent was soluble in 4 
percent acetic acid, was substituted for the secondary 
sodium phosphate, no growth appeared on the soil plates. 
WhenO.6 percent of a 20 percent superphosphate was sub-
stituted, as the phosphorus source in the treatment, a scanty 
growth of three to four colonies per plate sppsared after 72 
hours incubation. Additional colonies did not develop in a 
longer incubation period. 
The addition of 0.6 percent ammonium nitrate to the regular 
treatment for the spontaneous culture test stimulated a very 
vigorous mold growth in 48 hours so that it was Impossible 
to observe the spontaneous culture growth, if any developed on 
the soil plates. 
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T&BLB XVIZ 
The ATailablXlty of Phosx^ orus In I^ ifftrent Phosphate 
Carriers for Developmont of Spontaneous Culture Qrowth 
on Soil Plates of SolX from 'lot 705. (Soil Sampled 
April 25, 1952). 
(All phosjAiates added In amounts equivalent to the Po^  
added In 0*6^  seoondary sodium xfliosphate). 
Oompouttd 
• 
e 
t Spontaneous Oultnre Qrowth 
I 
KB2PO4 
KSHPOA 
K5PO4 
not vigorous 
+++ very vigorous 
•¥ not vigorous 
lIaH2P04,Ho0 
Ha2HP04fl2H20 
R<LsP04fl2H20 
Ha!IH4H£04.4Ho0 
iai4B2P04 
(HH4)2B^ 4 
>4- not vigorous 
++• vigorous 
* not vigorous 
Vigorous (moderately) 
overgrowth with mold, 48 hours 
overgrowth with ini61d, 48 hours 
' Ca(HqP04}qcHgO 
CaHP04*8B20 
Gag(P04)2 
•f vigorotxs 
•H- vigorous 
not vigorous 
0
0
 * not vigwous 
> vigorotis 
overgrown with mold, 48 hours 
Fe«(P04)2«8RQ0 
Fero4.lH20 
-f+ not vigorous 
•M* not vigorous 
Al2(P04)2 ++ moderately vigorous 
Amno*phos-]ce •¥ vigorotis at 48 hours 
Phosphate overgrown with mold, 72 hours 
Ho treatment Ko growth. 
Hotet All plates reeeived the customary 1*26 percent 
xnannitol and 0,4 percent CaCOs* 
* = very fev colonies 
= 12 to 16 colonies per plate 
= many colonies per plate 
»• n- = very many colonies per plate 
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Zt appeared that the pihosphox^ s of rook phosphate was not 
available for the 8x>ontaneous oulture deyelopsaent imder the 
oonditions of this experiment and that tbs stiperxdioaphate 
was only slightly available. 
7able XVZZ lists the treatments and results obtained in 
a more extensive study of the availability of certain phos­
phorus bearing oonpounds for the spontaneous culture growth 
on the soil fTon plot 705* Seventeen idtxosphates and one 
oommerolal phosphate fertiliser were added to the soil to 
replace the usual addition of the secondary sodium phosphate 
in the spontaneous culture test treatment. 
All the ocsipounds containing nitrogen except the sodium 
smmoniun phospimte stittulated such vigorous aoft.d growth on the 
' surface of the soil plates that it was impossible to de­
termine whether or not any spontaneous culture growth appeared 
on the sorfaoe of the soil plates. The sodium aamonium 
phosphate stimulated a heavy moderately vigorous spontaneous 
culture growth and only a sll^ t mold growth. 
Of the three potassium phosjiiates used, the secondary 
phosphate stimulated the greatest spontaneous culture growth. 
!nie primary phospvate was second and the tertiary phosili&te 
third in tiie asoont of spontaneous culture growth produced. 
The sodium phosphates stimulated spontaneous cttture 
growth in the ssme order as the potassium salts. 
With the calcium pbosphates the tertiary calcium phos­
phate stimulated the greatest growth, with the secondary 
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phosphate ••oond and the primary phosphate third in the 
amounts of spontaneous culture growth produoed. 
The primary magnesiim phosphate produced a scanty spon­
taneous culture growth lacking in vigor while the tertiary 
magnesium phosphate supported a scanty but vigorous colony 
growth. 
Botibi of the iron phosphates used stimulated the growth 
of large numbers of very small oolonies which showed little 
or no growth after their appearance on the surface of the 
soil plates. Aluminum phosphate supported a good growth 
of moderately vigorous spontaneous cultures. 
The ccmnercial fertilisery Amno-phos-lco produced a few 
vigorous colonies on the surface of the soil plates in 48 
hours and at 78 hours the plates were coBq;>letely overgrown 
with a mdA growth and it was impossible to observe tiie 
later spontaneous otilture developgg&ont. 
This experiment demonstrated the fact that the phos­
phorus present in the more oosmaon phosphates was more or less 
available for spontaneous culture dsveloxment on the soil 
plates. The availability did not always depend upon the 
solubility as in the case of the oaloitxDi phosphates. It 
is possible that the associated ions may have some influenoe 
on the effect produced by the phosphates added. 
Table XVIZI lists the results obtained by adding various 
amounts of secondary sodixim phosphate to soil sanples from 
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TABLE XVIII 
Sponti^ noouB Oulture Dswlopmont on 3oil from Plot 705 
as Influonood by Additions of Various Amounts of Seoond* 
ary Sodiiata Phosphate. (Soil Sa::ipled October 17, 1931). 
oo« or oji lOs^ owth } Pounds pthos. 
Ka^ HPO  ^ tappearanoe tper aore by 
solution :of spon* tTruog nethod 
added ttaneous * 
Icultures : 
0.0 Hone 278.2 
1.0 Hone 552.8 
2.0 Hone 581.8 
5.0 Pair 418.8 
4.0 Pair 424.8 
5.0 Pair 450.0 
6.0 Oood 450.4 
7.0 Good 472.4 
8.0 Oood 502.2 
10.0 Oood 548.4 
Sana soil as above, sampled April 
86. 1952 
0.0 Bone 806.8 
1.0 Scant 546.4 
2.0 Fair 592.0 
5.0 Pair 429.4 
4.0 Fftlr 465.0 
5.0 Oood 498.7 
6.0 Oood 509.4 
7.0 Oood 547.4 
8.0 Oood 561.5 
10.0 Very cood 580.6 
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plot 70S in order to datarmine tha amount of aolubla phoa* 
Xdaorua (aa datarminad by the Truog 0*002 N aulfurio aoid 
aoluble method), whioh muat be present in tiie aoil for the 
appearanee of the apontaneous culture growth on the soil 
plate8« A 6«0 percent solution of secondary sodium plios* 
phate was added to the soils talcen at two aampllnge from 
plot 705 in the amoxmta shown in table XVIII. 
On the sample of aoil taken in October, 19S1, it was 
necessary to add 5»0 cc. of the phosphate solution to 100 
grams of aoil to bring about a spontaneous culture develop* 
ment. Sia cc* of tha pboaphate aolutlon wex>e necessary to 
produce the maxiimaa growth on the plates* 
Or. the sample of aoil taken in April, 19S2, it was nacea* 
sary to add 2 cc* of the pthoaphate aolutlon to produce the 
same amount cf growth atlaulated by the addition of 3 cc. of 
tha phoaphate aolutlon to the aoil sample taken previously, 
A very scanty apontaneous culture growth resulted from ad-
dition of 1 cc* of tha phoaphate solution on the sample taken 
in April, 19S2. Five cc* of the phosphate aolutlon were re« 
q\iired to atimulate the TnaTlriTtm spontaneous cultnzre growth 
on the aoil plates* 
It was daalred to determine the amount of soluble phosphate 
present in the soil after the addition of each amount of the 
phosphate aolutlon* T. erefore, after mixing the added in* 
gredienta and the soil thoroughly and adding sufficient water 
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to make a thiok paste half of each sample of soil waa plaoed 
In the duplicate halves of small petri dishes for the spon-
taneoas oulture teat and the other half dried and the soluble 
phosphorus content determined by the 0.002 N sulfuric acid 
method of Truog (56). !Qie data for these determinations ere 
giyen in the right hand oolxsnn of table XVIII* 
The minimam content of soluble phosphoznis which sup­
ported the spontaneous oulture growth on the first saiiipling 
of soil was 418*8 pounds per aore, while S92.0 pounds per 
acre of soluble phosphorus produced the same amount of 
spontaneous oulture deTslopnent on the soil sample taken in 
Aprilf 1932. With the October« 1931, sampling, the maximum 
growth appeared with a TninlTmiw of 460,4 pounds of soluble 
phosphorus per acre while the maximum growth appeared on the 
April, 1932, sampling^ the presence of 498.7 pounds of soluble 
phosi^ rua per acre. 
These data indicate that there is no definite amount of 
aoluble pho*Phoznia (aa determixied by the Truog test) in this 
soil which will atimlate the growth of the ax>ontaneou8 
otdturea. She condition of the aoil, the time of aampling 
and xxameroua other faotora will undoubtedly influence the 
apontaneous culture reaponae which may be expected from a 
giTcn aoluble phoaphorua content of a aoil. Swen though the 
data giTen are the reaults of duplicate determinations in 
all caaea, the reaulta are not aa conaiatent aa could be de-
aired. That ia, when 5 cc. of the pAioaphate aolution contain­
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ing 0*3 gram of seoondax^ y sodium jdiosphate were added to 
100 grama of soil, or an applloatlon equivalent to 6000 
pounds of seoondary sodium phosphate per acre for the 6>2/S 
Inches of surfaoe soll^  the soluble phoqphate content was 
450.0 pounds per acre and vhen an additional amount, equi­
valent to 600 pounds per aore (1 oo« of the 6 percent sodixim 
phosphate solution) was added to the soili the soluble 
phosphate content was 450.4 pounds per acre. Thus, the re­
lationship between the amount of the phosphate solution added 
to the soil and the soluble phosphorus oontent shown maybe 
very small. In general, however, each addition of the phos­
phate solution did give an appreciable increase in the amount 
of soluble phosphorus shown by thif Truog test. 
It is of interest to note that approximately 400 pounds 
of soluble phosphate was present in the soil at both sam^  
plings when the spontaneous culture growth first appeared. 
Smaller amounts of soluble phosphorus did not support the 
spontaneous culture growth at either saxopling of the soil. 
Also the soluble phosphoz*us content of the sample taken in 
April was higher than that of the sample taken in October of 
19S1, indicating that the soluble phosphorus content of the 
soil may change from season to season of the year. 
Discussion 
As indicated previously, the soluble pihosphorus oontent 
of the soils tran the plots 601 to 606 was considerably hif^  
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er where applloatlons of rook phosphate were made thai, of the 
soil for plots 701 to 706 whloh received oixprespending 
amounts of the rook s^osphate* Apparently this Increase was 
due to the applioations of barynard manure in place of green 
manure to the fomer series of plots since the other treat­
ments were the same. 
The appearance of mold growth on the soil plates when 
nitrogen was added to the soil in the spontaneous culture 
test treatment indicated that the particular molds which 
developed wero stimulated greatly by tho presence of tlie 
nitrogen and suggests the use of the molds included in the 
normal soil flora for the indication of the plant food de-
ficioncies of soils* It Is possible that the addition of 
nitrogen to acid soils in cocibination with the proper enersy 
source with and without phosphorus additions might be used to 
indicate the j^ osfkorus deficiencies in the Iowa soils. No 
work has been done alrag this line and it is entioned only 
as a suggestion* 
de stimulation of the spontaneous culture growth by the 
insoluble and slightly soluble phosphates was not expected 
as it differs with the findings of Niklas, Scharrer and 
Strobel (44) who secured the best growth with magnasluoi 
phosphate followed by calcium, potassium and sodium fihos-
phate in the order named in solution cultui^  studies with 
mixed cultures of Asotobaoter. Their results show that the 
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Iron phosidiates were not utillssed, the mono-aalts of magnesium 
and sodlTsa gave greater results than the dl-salta and mone* 
potassluBi phosphate shoved less effect than di-potassivga 
phosphate* Honever, the oondltlons tinder whioih the ox^  
can!ens viore functioning In the spontaneous culture test 
vere undoubtedly more aerobic than in the solution cultui'es 
of Uiklas, Scharrer and Strobel and may account for the 
dlffe enoes. 
The determinations made in this group of experiments do 
not ^ ve eonclusive z>roof of the amounts of phosphorus noce8« 
sary for the sx>ontaneou8 culture development on a soil plate, 
but do Indicate there must not only be a considerable quantity 
of phosphorus present but it must be in an available farm 
for utilisation by the organisms producing the spontaneous 
culture growth. They also point out that the phosphozms whloh 
is capable of sup. or ting Aspergillus niger grovth in the 
solution culture used in the Aspergillus niger test, will 
support the spontaneous culture development on the soil plates 
of the Zovra soils. Hovever, with the soils from the arid 
section, the grovth of both organisms was stimulated by the 
phosphorus contained in tbe soil* 
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Stttdiea on tha Organlans leolaf d from the 
spontaneous Cttltmcea* 
A study of the organisms Isolated from the 8iK>ntaneous 
culture oolonles developing on soil plates f^ om Iowa soils 
was made for the purpose of determining their nltrogen-flxlng 
ability and to correlate this with their ability to repro* 
duoG spontaneous culture growth when Inoculated Into sterile H 
soil* 
Preliminary examination of cultures obtained from colonies 
appearing on the stirface of the soil plates of the Garrlng* 
ton loam showed that the majority of the organisms present 
were short rods, however, many shapes and slses of organisms 
were present Indicating that numerous species of the soil 
flora were stimulated by the conditions existing In the 
spontaneous culture plates. 
It Is Tery probable that other groups of organisms than 
the aerobic non*symbiotio nitrogen fixing organisms are 
stimulated by the addition of a carbotaydrate material, lime 
and pho8|dioz*us to the soil since enouc^  nitrogen may be 
present in the soil for their metabolism* If this is true, 
than it would be possible to isolate many of the organianis 
commonly found in the soil from tiie spontaneous culture 
colonies on the soil platos. 
Methods. 
Inoculations were made from the surfiioe of the spon-
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taneoua oultnre ooloniea vhloh ftppoar«d on the soil platea 
In whioh both mannitol and •taroh was used as the anerg7 
sources and cultures grown on yeast nannltol agar slants* 
Carrington loam, Webster loam, Colorado soil and Utah soil 
were used for the growth of the colonies from which cultures 
were picked* 
The cultures were purified by repeated dilutions and 
plating until microscopical examination showed only one size 
and shape of organism present in the stained mount of the 
culture. %e organisms were plated out on a yeast mannitol 
agar. Numerous inocalations were made and many cultures 
were purified to secure the 154 cultures used in the follow­
ing experiments* Of the 154 cultures, 16 were molds and 22 
were actinoayoete*lllce, the remaining 116 being bacterial 
cultures. When transferz^ d to a nitrogen-free mannitol agar 
slant, many of these cultures failed to grow. 
Nitrogen fixation teats were made by two methods. The 
first method consisted of transferring 1 oo* of a 48-hour 
growth of a solution culture of the organism, grown in a 
yeast mannitol medium, to an 800 cc. EJeldahl flask contain­
ing 50 CO* of a medium of the following composition: 
Mannitol 10*0 grama 
E2EFO4 0*5 " 
HgS04*7He0 0*2 " 
Had 0*2 " 
HnS04*4ffl[g0. • ••••••..••• .trace 
FeCl3«6B20* .trace 
Distilled water. 1000 co. 
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Tho flaska ««r« plaoed in a constant taiapepature Incubator 
and inoubated three weeks at 88 degrees Qentlgrade* The 
nitrogen determinations were xnade by the oethod of Davisson 
and Parsons (16)* 
The seoond nitrogen fixation .prooedure was a modifioatlon 
of the silioa gel method of Souleyre (52). The following 
procedure was usedt 
stock solutions were prepai^ ed for the following! 
a. Potassium silicate, specific gravity 1*057 (7.6 gns. made 
to 100 cc«) 
b. Potassium silicate, specific gravity 1*065 (11.6 gms. made 
to 100 CO.) 
c« Twenty percent tartaric acid solution 
d. Sixty percent solution of phosphoric acid solution (H2PO4) 
e* Sulfuric acid one to one with distilled water 
f• One percent potassium hydroxide 
Solution A. Add one ec*' of the pbosxOiorio acid and one cot of 
the sulfuric acid to 40^ cc. 6f the tartaric acid, shake and 
add 100 00* of the potassium silicate solution sp* gr. 1.0S7* 
Shake and allow to stand until the precipitate settles, then 
filter, (It was found rather difficult to filter tliis solution 
as the precipitate continually clogged the filter pax>er. In 
place of filtering it was found that when the solution was 
poured into a deep column, as in a tall gradtiate cylinder, 
and allowed to settle over night, it was possible to siphon 
off the supernatant liquid which eotOLd be used without 
filtering)* This solution was found to gel if allowed to 
stand fire to ten days before using. 
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Solution B« Mix tvo parts of potassium slUoato sp* gr. 
1«085 with one part of the potassium hydroxide* This so­
lution did not gel on standing* 
Hutrlent solution* A nitrogen-free mannltol solution was 
used as the nutrient solution for these experiments* This 
solution had the followltig oompositlon: 
•aanltol *20.0 grsms 
E2HPO4..,••.••••• 1*0 gram 
MgS04*7H20*#••*•• 0*4 gram 
HaOl*.* 0*4 gram 
llnS04*4H20*.•..*• trace (0^ 5 oo* of lOJ^  solution) 
PeCl«i;6B^ ,. traoe (0*5 oo* of 10^  solutionj 
Distilled water;. 1000 00* 
Procedure for making up the sillea gel plates* 
Zt was determined by trial that 50 oo. of solution was 
req:uired to make a substrate one-ei^ th to one-^ fourth ln6h 
in thiekness in the petri dish* Then 26 co* of solution A 
and 25 co. of the nutrient solution was placed in a flask 
and titrated with solution B until neutralized to a pH of 
7*0 to 7*2 iising a suitable Indicator (brom thymol blue}* 
It was found that 3 oo* of solution B would titrate 50 00* 
of the mixed aolutiona; After the proper amounts of the 
solution were determined, these amounts were placed in a flask 
by means of burettes, containing eaoh of the solutions 
separately, and the oontents of the flasks shaken to mix 
well and then poured into the petri dish and allowed to gel* 
The gel usually formed in 15 to 20 minutes. The silica gel 
plates were allowed to stand 12 to 24 hours for the gel to eet 
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then wrapped separately in a heavy wrapping paper and steri­
lised in the autoclave at the usual temperatures. After the 
plates were removed from the autoclave they were allowed to 
cool in the paper wrapper, which was not removed until the 
plates v/ere inoculated* The plates were inoculated by adding 
one cc« of a suspension of the organisms made by adding 10 
CO. of sterile distilled water to a 48 hour slant culture of 
the organiam and breaking the culture growth from the slant 
by manipulation with a sterile inoculating needle. 
After the inooulation of the plates in triplicate they 
v7ere incubated for 10 days at 28 degrees Centigrade. After 
incubation the plates were placed on an asbestos mat on the 
steam plate and the moisture driven off. The remaining mater­
ial was then transfen^ d to a Ejeldahl flaalc and the total 
nitrogen determined by the modified Kjeldahl Gunning method. 
Three uninoculated plates wez^  incubated in each set of 
determinations to serve aa a check on the nitrogen content 
of the materials tiaed. 
The baoteriologloal examinations of the cultures of 
organiama were made under the oil immersion lens of a micro­
scope giving a magnification of 950 diameters. Negative 
stains n^ de by a saturated aqpeous nigrosin solution were 
employed for the majority of the aoiants prepared. 
The following procedure was used in the preparation of 
the spontaneous culture plates when pure cultures of crganiams 
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were inoo\ilated into atorlle soils t One hundrod gram samples 
of soil from plot 908 on the Garrlngton loam froa the Agronony 
Farm were plaoed in glass tumblers and the usual additions 
of lime and phosphate for the spontaneous oulture test made. 
The tops of the tumblers were t- en oovered with heavy wrap* 
ping paper and sterilized in the autoclave for one hour at 
250 degrees Oentigrade on eaoh of two suooesslTe days* The 
maxmitol was sterilized separately in a 25 percent solution 
in 5 CO* amounts oontaining 1*25 grsms of the mannitol for 
addition to eaoh 100 gram sample of soil* 
The moisture (diambers were also sterilised by wrapping 
separately in heayy wrapping paper and placing in the auto­
clave * 
Bacteriological precautions wei?e taken to prevent con-
tamimtion of the soil in "the tumbler when it was inoculated 
with the pure cultures of'organisms and plaoed in the duplicate 
halves of the petri dishes which were sterilised in the 
moisture chambers. The sterile mannitol solution and the 
inocQlum were added at the same time and the spontaneous 
oulture plates made Immediately and plaoed in the incubator 
in the moisture chaioibers and incubated at 28 degrees for one 
week* Observations of the spontaneous culture development 
were made each day* 
The pure oultores of org»nlaui used in tills work were 
secured from the following sources. 
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Azotobaoter ohrooooootca. Agptobaoter bdljcrinoklland 
Aaotobaoter vlnelandll were secured as auboultures troa. the 
*' ' 
stook cultures of Nathan R. Smith, senior baoterlologlat of 
the Bxireau of Chemistry and ^ olls* 
Baelllua radlobaoter. a subculture of the original cul­
ture of Roy Hanson at the Ufbana Laboratories* 
The following cultures were secured from E. B. Fred of 
the University of Y/lsoonslni 
Rhlgoblum nelllotl type A, as a subculture of the culture 
Ho* 100. 
Rhlzoblum melllotl type B, as a subfultiire of the oultta>e 
No. 101. 
Rhlzoblum Japonlcum type A, as a subculture of the cul­
ture No* 504. 
Rhlzoblum japonicum type B, as a subctilture of the ctil-
ture No* 503. 
Azotobacter 1 and Azotobacter 2 weire secured as subcul­
tures from the stock cultures of Dr* W. 0* Sackett of the 
Colorado Experiment Station* 
Azotobacter 3 and Azotobacter 4, chrooooccum forms, were 
Isolated from the Carrlngton loam of the Agronony Farm at 
Zowa State College by 0. G* Pohlman. 
Sscherltihla coll. Bacillus subtllis and Aerobacter aero-
genes were secured as subcultto^ es from the stock cultures of 
Dr. 0. S. UcOleskey of the Bacteriology research laboratory 
of Iowa state College. 
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The othor pure oultores of orgftnlams usod in this vork 
wero tiaose isolated from the oolonies appearing as spontan­
eous oiiltures on the soils from plots at the Agronomy Farm, 
soil frcm Utah and soil from Colorado* 
Results 
Preliminary nitrogen fixation tests using the solution 
culture method failed to show any appreoiable nitrogen fixa­
tion and nias not used in later determinations* 
Table XIX shows the results of the nitrogen fixation 
tests for those organisms vhidh fixed an appreoiable 
quantity of nitrogen on the silioa gel plates* All oultures 
whioh fixed less than 0*5 milligram of nitrogen vere oon-
sidered as very doubtful nitrogen fixers and were not included 
in the table. Of the 154 oultures, only 45 oultures isolated 
from the spontaneous oulture oolonies showed a fixation of 
moz>e than 0*5 milligrams of nitrogen* Of these 4S oultures 
32 vere bacterial oultures and 4 were molds and 7 aotinoaay-
cete-like colonies* Time was not available for the identi­
fication and classification of these organisms and a few of 
their characteristics are given in table XIX* 
Tho table is self-explasuatory and only the more Important 
points will be mentioned* In the nitrogen fixation tests, 
12 culttires of the 35 isolated troim. the Colorado soil plates 
showed xiitrogen fixation on the silioa gel plates, and of 
this 12, 10 were bacterial cultures* Of the 21 cultures 
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TABLE XIX. 
A Study of tho Organlsins Isolated fron Spontaneous Cultu 
on Slllca-Gel Plates. 
% 
• :Naine of so J ] 
Laboratory mctibor :li!gm8. N : tfroin wiilch 
of CUltUM :fixed por :Klnd of cultupo : culture was 
tgm, mannitol: 
• • 
• • 
:lQ0lQt0d 
• 
• 
4 0.56 Actinomycote-llke Carrlncton 
9 3.50 Mold n 
15 1.78 Mold n 
30 0.56 Bacterial n 
31 1.96 Bacterial n 
41 0.84 Bacterial n 
44 0.94 Bacterial tt 
45 2.10 BDCtorlal V/ebstor 
49 • 1.40 Bacterial Carrlncton 
54 2.08 Bacterial n 
57 1.19 Bacterial n 
62 1.74 Bacterial Utah 
67 0.98 Bacterial n 
69 0.56 Mold n 
73 1.74 Actlnomyceto-like n 
77 1.04 Bacterial n 
79 0.84 Bacterial n 
83 3.36 Bacterial Colorado 
84 0.84 Bacterial n 
85 1.12 Bacterial n 
93 0,96 Actinomycote-llke n 
94 0.96 Bacterial « 
95 0.70 Actlnomycete-llke ff 
96 3,64 Bacterial n 
102 1.40 Bacterial n 
107 2.52 Bacterial n 
108 3.64 Bacterial n 
112 0.56 Bacterial n 
113 0,70 Bacterial w 
115 3.22 Bacterial Cai»rlngton 
116 0.90 Bacterial n 
118 0.84 Bacterial n 
124 2.24 Bacterial It 
126 1.40 Bacterial IT 

* 
BLE XIX. 
Bneoua Culttires and Which Showed Some Ability to Fix Mtrogon 
el Plates. 
Name of soii:Production : 
from wiiich rof spent an- :Short microscopic description of the 
culture was :eous culturerorganiam (bacteria only) 
Isolated :ir. sterile : 
:soil : 
Carrincton 
n 
n 
« 
n 
n 
Webster 
Corrlncton 
Utah 
n 
ft 
ft 
n 
Colorado It 
n 
n 
It 
It 
tt 
n 
It 
n 
Carri^ton 
ti 
n 
It 
+ 
+ 
blonuer rods occviring singly and in chains. 
Large short fat rods—Azotobacter-like. 
Very small short rods,not Azotobacter-like. 
Medium sized short fat rods ,A2otobactor-like. 
Smell short fat rods, Azotobacter-like. 
Very small short fat rods or cocci. Hot 
Ar.otobacter-like. 
V r y  s m a l l  s h o r t  p l u m p  r o d s .  N o t  A s o t o b a c t o r -
like. 
Very a mall short plump rod.-. 11 )t Ai;otobactor-i_ i ; o  
Small short f• t rods. Asotobrctor-llko. 
Small short fat rods. Azotobuctor-ll • . 
Medi \m sized irregular shaped rods. Hot Asoto-
bactor-like. 
Vor:' very small short rods. Hot Arotobactei^like. 
Very very small sliort irods.Not Azotobacter-like. 
Medium slxed short fat rods. Anotobactor-liJoe. 
Very smaSlshort 3?oda. Not Azotobacter-liko. 
Small short curved rods. Not Azotobacter-like. 
Very small short plus?) rods. Not Azotobacter-like. 
Very small short plun?) rods. Hot Azotobacter-like. 
Small ctirved short rods. Hot Azotobacter-like. 
Small short fat rods. Azotobacter-like. 
Very small short fat rods. Not Azotobacter-liko. 
Medium sized short fat rods. Azotobacter-like. 
Medi^on sized short fat rods. Azotobacter-like. 
Small short fat rods. Azotobacter-like. 
Small curved short rods. Not Azotobacter-like. 
Medium aized short fat rods. Azotobacter-like. 
Small short fat rods. Azotobactor-like. 
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TABLE XIX (continued) 
: : tlJonio of 8::)il:?roductlc 
Laboratory number :Mgno. N : rfrom v^lch :of spontr 
of cufcaro :fixed por ^Kincl of culture :culturc wao Joous cult 
:sni, nonnltol: :lsolfltod :lri steril 
tsoll 
12P 0,98 Mold Carrinnton 
130 1,82 Actlnomycoto-•like Carrington & 
Colorao.o nlx-
ture 
131 0.6G Actlnomycete-like Carrlnfjton f; 
Utah ndxture 
138 1.2G Bactorial Carrinfjton & 
Colorado mix­
ture + 
140 0.84 Bactorial Carrinrrton «• 
147 1.12 Actin omycoto-•like Carrlngton 
148 0.56 Bacterlal Webster -
149 0.84 Bacterial Carrinnton + 
153 1.51 Bacterial Carrlr.rrton 
Azotobacter 1 10.50 ?iiro culture + 
Azotobactor 4 7.20 Pure cult ure + 
Azotobactor vlnelandli 4.96 Pure culture + 
Azotobactor boijorinokll 0.9C Pure culture + 
Azotobactor chroococcum e.s*? Pmto culture + 

XIX (oonfcixmed) 
:^ «me or aoiiii:^ rcKiboiion : 
!froin irtiich tof spontan* t Shox»t mlopoaoopio deaorlption of tte 
soultarc waa taenia oulturet organiam (baotarla only) 
tlaolated tin aterile t 
t laoll I 
Oarrlngton 
tee Garrlngton & 
Colorado nlx-
ture 
ke Carrington & 
Utah miartore 
Carrington & 
Colorado mlz-
turo 
Carrington 
ko Carrington 
Webster 
Carrington 
Carrington 
Large short fat rods. Aeotobacter-like• 
Very aaiall ahcrt fat roda. Hot Asotobaoter-vlilos* 
Very email ahort plump rods. Hot Aeotobaotar-likie• 
Medium siae short fat roda. Aaotobaoter-lllce. 
Very very small short roda. Hot Azotobaoter-like* 
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isolated the Utah eollj 6 shoved nitrogen fixation on 
the silica gel plates, and of the 6 oultiires 4 vere baotorial 
cultures • Of the 70 oultures isolated from the Carrington 
loam 20 shov/ed nitrogen fixation on silioa gel plates and of 
the SO cultures 16 vere bacterial culttires* Of tlie 12 cul-
tui'es isolated from the v/^ bster loam 2 bacterial cultures 
shoved nitrogen fixation on the silica gel plates. The pure 
cultures of Asotobaoter shoved a good fixation of nitrogen 
under the conditions of these testa vhen inoculated into the 
silioa gel plates. With each set of silioa gel plates used 
for these nitrogen fixation tests triplicate plates vere 
inoculated vith a pure culture of one of the Asotobaoter 
cultures to serve as a control. The results of five sets of 
determinations, vhere the pure culture of Asotobaoter chro-
ococctcn vas inoculated into triplicate plates and used as a 
check on the method, shoved the following amounts of nitro* 
gen fixed as an average of thx^ e plates in each of the five 
determinations, 6.44, 7.98, 6.57, 4.46 and 5.80 milligraios 
of nitrogen fixed for ea(^  gram of mannitol contained in the 
silioa gel plate, -his indicates that the silica gel pla te 
method as used in this experiment vas suitable for nitrogen 
fixation studies of the non*S7mbiotio nitrogen fixing orgaxiisms. 
V/hen the organisms vhich shoved nitrogen fixing dsility 
vere inoculated into the sterile soil, only 8 bacterial 
cultm^ es from the Colorado soil, 2 froei the Utah soil and 
S from the Caprington loam produced spontaneous cultures on 
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tbB 8\ipfaoe of the soil platea. All the pure oulttires oi' the 
Asotobaoter produced »pontaneou8 cultures when Inooulated into 
the sterile Csrxdngton loam. It is of interest to note that 
of the 7 cultures Isolated from the different soils wMch pro­
duced spontaneous caltxire growth when inooulated into the sterile 
soilf 6 appeared to be Asotobaoter-like when examined under the 
microscope and compared with mounts made of the pure cultures 
of the different Asotcibacter species. Only 15 of the 32 hac» 
terial cultores which Showed nitrogen fixation were A2otobaoter<-
lUce in appearance When cogapaz^ d under the microscope with 
mounts of the pure cultures of the Asotobacter species, indica­
ting that about half of the cultures were medium to large, 
short, fat rods occurring singly and in chains. The Azotohacter-
like cultures were about evenly distributed among the cultures 
isolated from the different soils* 
Table XX lists the results obtained by inoculating the 
sterile soil with pure cultures of organiaas commonly fotmd 
in the soil. The inoculation and procedure used were the same 
employed in the pireTious test listed in table XZX. As shown 
by the data in the table, only the cultures belonging to the 
Asotobacter species produced spontaneous cultures when inocula* 
ted into the soil, indicating that the other cultures of or­
ganisms used were not capable of producing spontaneous cultures 
on the soil plates txnder the conditions of this test. 
Disoussion 
!Ehe data obteined in the two experiments reported in 
this section of the paper indicated that the nitrogen fixing 
TAHLB XX. 
AsKnmt and Time of Growth Appearance of Sjpontaneous Cultures on 
Soil ^ latea Resulting A^ ora the Inoculation of Sterile Carrington 
Loam, ft>om Plot 908 at the Agronomy Farm, With Some Pure Cultures 
of Organiaaa of Known nitrogen Fixing Power and Sodu» Pure Cultures 
of Organisms Not Tested for Nitrogen Fixation (Soil Sampled October 
1991)• 
:Hgm. li-flxed:Amount and time of growtS 
Organism zisme : per gram : appearance of 
and number t nannitol ;spontaneous culture 
Asotohacter I (ahroococoum>fozrB))t 10.50 :(}ood growth in 48 hours 
It 2 ( " " }:Not tested 1 n n H a n 
n 4 ( " " ) :  7.20 « • n a n a n 
" beijerinckil • • 0.90 • • n n Q u 
" vinelandii t 4.96 t O n a a a 
Rhizobiim Japonicum, type A 
• • • B 
:Not 
:Ilot 
tested 
tested 
:No growth 
i" " 
in 
n 
1 
1 
week 
« 
" meliloti, tTpe A 
• « » B 
:Not tested • a n 1 a 
:Not tested • n 1 q 
Radiobacter tNot tested a n 1 a 
Escherichia coli :Not tested • n • • a 1 a 
Bacillus subtilis :lfot tested « a 1 a 
Aerobacter aerogenes sNot tested .H • • n 1 n 
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ability of the cmltures isolated fpon the different soils was 
not oorrelated with the ability of these oultures to produce 
spontaneous oultures on the surface of soil plates when in-
ooulated into sterile soils under the oonditlonB of this 
expei^ lmental work* She data also showed that the pure oul* 
tures of Asotobacter were capable of producing spontaneous 
culture growth on the surface of the soil plates when in­
oculated into sterile soil under the conditions existing in 
this experimental work. It was also evident that many or­
ganisms were present in the spontaneous culture growth ap­
pearing on the surface of the soil plates which did not have 
the ability to fix xiitrogon on the silioa gel plates, nor 
the ability to produce spontaneous oultures when inoculated 
into sterile soil. 
The data vhioh dealt with the molds and aotinomyoete-
like organisms indicated that there were aerobic non-8]nabio-
tic nitrogen fixers smong both of these groups of organisms. 
Very ooall, small, medium-sised and large short fat rods 
or short rods comprised the majority of the cultures of or­
ganisms whitih showed nitrogen fixing ability in Oils experi­
ment* 
In general, these experiments indicated that the spon­
taneous culture developBMnt on soils was probably largely due 
to the aotivities of the Asotobaoter present in the soil but 
that other organisms might be responsible for some spontaneous 
culture dewelo'^ aont and some nitrogen fixation. 
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GBSNERAL DISOUSSION 
The laboratory work oonduoted in these experlsMnts has 
yielded *om information for the tbx^ e studies outlined at 
the begiiming of the experimental work* 
The study of the spontaneous culture test as a measure 
of plant food defioienoies on some of the more important soil 
types of Iowa has tfiown that the siiontaneous oulture tests 
made on the soil from plots of Carrington loam, the different 
soil types from outlying experimental fields and the saiiples 
of soil received from Colorado and Utah make it evident tint 
there were several factors which tended to limit the use of 
tMs method for determining soil deficiencies on the Iowa 
soils. As a rule the organisms whi<fli produced the spon­
taneous oultvire growth did not occtir in the soils which were 
acid* This fact alone would limit the use of this test on 
many Iowa soils as the majority of the surface soils are acid 
in reaction* Also, where sufficient lime has been added to 
these soils to neutralise the acidity to a point where it 
would permit of the activities of the organisms responsible 
for the spontaneous oulture growth, these organisms xnay or 
may not be pxHisent, depending upon the treatments of the 
soil and the length of time since the acidity was neutralized. 
Additions of manure may add these organiaas to the soil or 
they may be carried from one area to another by tillage 
operations, and thrive after the acidity factor has been 
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eliminated. However, if the acidity is allowed to Increase 
to a point below pH 6.0 these organisms may disappear from 
the soil* I^^ s may account for the fact that the organisms 
were present in a sample of soil taken from a plot at one 
time which produced a good spontaneous culture growth when 
tested, and at a later sampling failed to produce any growth 
on the soil plates. Likewise, the vigor and amount of growth 
supported by one sample of soil from a plot may vary greatly 
with the amount and vigor of the growth supported on a sample 
of soil taken fram the same plot at a later date. Thus, a 
rather inconsistent picture of the available phosphorus con* 
tent of a soil may be shown on the samples taken from a plot 
at different times. 
Also, the spontaneous culture test showed no correlation 
between the appearance of the growth on the soil plates and 
the crop yields of the plots which received treatments of 
rock ji^ osphate far in excess of the amounts which gave a 
profitable inorease in the crop yields. This indicates that 
the form in which the 0xosidiorus was held in the soil was not 
available for the activities of the organisms which produced 
the spontaneous cultures, since it was necessary to add the 
soluble phosphate to the soil to brizig about a spontaneous 
culture growth on the surface of the soil from plots which 
received applications of rock phosphate up to 2000 pounds 
per ac]*e every four years as well as to the soils from the 
plots which received smaller amoxuxts of phosphate fertilisers. 
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Viewed from another angle, the neeeaaity of adding more 
phoaphorua to the aoila receiving the large applioationa of 
rock phoaphate to stimulate spontaneous culture growth might 
indicate that applications of an available ^ osphate to the 
soil of these plots would increase the yield of the crops, 
due to the fact that the large amounts of phoaphorus added 
aa rook i^ oaphate might not be available to the plant growth 
Juat aa it ia not available for the apontaneoua culture 
growth. It ia poaaible that only a certain amormt of the 
rock phoaphate becomea available in the aoil regardleas of 
the amount present in the soil. The author is inclined to 
accept the former explanation. 
The atudy of the spontaneous culture test in an attempt 
to modify the test ao aa to make it uaeful in determining 
the plant food defioienciea in Iowa aoila haa shown that the 
substitution of mannitol for starch reaulted in a more 
vigte'oua growth of the apontaneoua culturea on all aoila 
than waa atimulated by the uae of starch aa the energy mater­
ial. ''^ hia indicated that the organiama producing the apon­
taneoua cultures were able to break down the polyhydroxy 
alcohol moleculea morceaaily than the complex ataroh^  sale* 
ctilea and thua produce greater growth fxom a analler amount 
of material. It ia of intereat to note here that the or^ piiama 
z^ eaponaible for the apontaneoua culture a were stlnnlated to 
approximately the aaae degree by glucoae additiona aa by 
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atmlla]* amounta of xnannitol* HoweTor, the appearance of the 
colonies vhioh deTeloped was unlike tttmt of the colonies 
appearing on the mannltol treated soil plates In the viscittlty 
4k 
of the substance making up the colony structuii^ e. The colonies 
which appeared on the glucose treated soil mvo thin, slimy 
masses wlilch tended to spread over the surface of the plotes, 
wldle the colonies which appeared on the mannltol treated 
soil were vlacld gelatinous masses which held the colony shape* 
It is possible that the breakdown of the mannltol molecule 
resulted in the fQz<inatlon of a substance by the organisms 
which contained a larger number of carboxyl groups than re­
sulted in the breakdown of the glucose molecule and thus 
shoved greater viscidity. 
Inoculation studies indicated that It was possible to 
obtain a spontaneous culture growth on soils, i^ ch failed 
to show such a develoiaient tiAien an energy source) lime and 
phosphorus were added, if the proper sise of inoculum was 
added in combination with a suitable energy material. It 
appears from these studies that the proper reaction of the 
soil, a stiffIcient supply of an available energy material, a 
sufficient available supply of other essential nutrient sub­
stances, such as phoajdiorus, and the proper bacterial flora 
of the soil are all essential for ttxe developnent of spon­
taneous cultures on the soil plates. 
Investigations of the phosphorus relatlondiips in the 
1X4 
spontaneous oultore tsst showed tbat a snail amonnt of soluble 
phosphorus In an available fom for utilisation by the or-
ganiams is far more effective in stimulating spontaneous cul<-
ture growth than a large smount of slightly available phos­
phorus in the soil* This was olearly shown when the soluble 
lAiosphorus content, the availability of the phosphoxnis to 
Aspergillus niger growth and the si>ontaneous culture develoi>-
ment of the arid soils and the humid soils wex^  campered. 
The results do agree with the recent work of Jones (30a) 
in that practically all the soils tested required the ad-
dition of the soluble phosphate to bring about the appearance 
of the spontaneous oultux>e growth on the soil plates. However, 
as pointed out in the previous discussion, the crop yields 
of some of the soils showsd that the addition of phosphorus 
to these soils did not increase the crop yields. 
The experiments reported in the previous tables indicated 
that the organisms which produced the spontaneous cultures 
v;ere able to utilise the phosphorus from many of the common 
phosphates to a small degree, at least, when they were 
applied to the soil in the spontaneous culture test. However, 
these tests did not indicate the probable form of the soil 
phosphorus which is most available. Zt appears that the ioniza' 
tion of the phosphorus compounds of the soil to give the PO^  
ions in the soil solution would probably give the greatest 
stimulation to the orgsnisms utilising the mannitol since the 
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paceaent Idaa of glucoae dlaaiioilatlon Inoludaa tha phoa-
phoryllsatlon of the oarbohydpata • Howayer, thla queation la 
not yet entirely aettled and ia only mentioned here aa it 
nay or may not have a pcu*t in the breakdown of the mannitol 
moleoule by theae organisms* 
A study of the organisms reaponaible for the spontaneous 
culture growth appecu^ ing on the surface of the soil platea 
indicated that many different organiams migjht be isolated 
from the spontaneous oulturea, but only a few of theae or­
ganisms were capable of producing spontaneous cultures tshen 
inoculated into sterile aoil. The aerobic non-symbiotic 
nitrogen fixing organiams belonging to the Azotobacter gema 
were capable of producing apontaneoua culturea on the aoil 
platea when inoculated into tho aterila aoil* nitrogen fix­
ing ability waa not cloaely related to the appearance of the 
organiam in the apontsuieoua culture growth aa only slightly 
more than one-fourth of the bacterial cultures isolated showed 
nitrogen fixing ability. 
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SUMMARY AHD CONCUJaC ONS 
1. Twentjr-oxM experimental plot soils from the Carrlng-
ton loam on the Agronomy Farm^  S samples of soil trom each 
of nine outlying experlxnent fields looated on variGias soil 
types, three samples of soil from Colorado and one soil 
sample from Utah were tested for xdiosphorus deficiency by 
the spontaneous oulttzre method. 
2, Star oh, mannitol and glucose were comimred as energy 
sources for the development of the spontaneous cultures on 
the soil plates, 
5. Experiments were conducted on the inoculation of 
soils, which did not support spontaneous culture growth, with 
pure and mixed cultures of organisms. 
4. Some of the phosphorus relationships of the spon* 
taneous culture development on the soil plates were studied. 
5. Xhe nitrogen fixing ability of pure cultures of or­
ganisms isolated from the spontaneous cultures was tested 
by the silica gel plate method. 
6. An attempt was made to produce spontaneous culttxre 
growth on sterile soil by inoculation of the soil with the 
pure cultures of the organisms previously isolated from the 
spontaneous cultures* 
7. All soils from Iowa required the addition of the 
phosphate for the production of the maximnm growth on the 
surface of the soil plates when tested by the spontaneous 
culture method, regardless of the fez^ ilizer additions in 
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iha field treatments. 
8. arganisms «hioh produeed the spontaneous oulture 
growth on the soil plates were not oosmaonly found in soils of 
a pH below 6*0. However, in most oases neutralization of the 
Boidity of the soil in the field by liming led to the appear­
ance of these organisms in the soil* 
9. On the soils from plots which showed practically no 
increase in crop yields from additions of rock phosphate 
to the soil the spontaneous oulture teat indicated the need 
of further additions of phos];&orus. 
10* The spontaneous culture development which appeared 
on samples of soil taken from the same plots at different 
seasons of the year indicated that the numbers and vigor of 
the organisms which i>roduoed the spontaneous culture growth 
varied with tiie time of sampling* 
11. Uannltol and glucose additions to the soil stimulated 
a more vigorous sx>ontaneous culture growth than did additions 
of starch. 
12. Uannltol and glucose stimulated the spontaneous cul­
ture development to about the same degree when added to the 
soil, but the mannltol produced a colony growth of much 
greater viscidity than did the glucose. 
15. One and twenty-five hundredths percent of mannltol 
stimulated a greater spontaneous cultuz^  development than did 
five percent starch when added to samples of the same soil* 
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14 Inoculation of a sample of soil with 1 oo« of a 
suspension of a pure culture of Asotobaoter inhibited the 
de^ elopnent of a spontaneous oultuz>e growth on the soil 
plate when starch was used as energy material regardless of 
whether or not the soil produced a spontaneous culture growth 
when not inoculated* However, 1 cc. of a one to ten dilution 
of the original suspension added to the soil produced a 
spontaneous culture growth on the soil plates in 48 hours 
less time than was required tot the gj^ owth to appear on the 
uninooulated soil* 
15. It was found possible to bring about a spontaneous 
cultur^ o growth on the surface of soil plates made from acid 
soils by adding sufficient line to neutralise the acidity 
and making additions of mannitol axid phosi>hate with inocula 
prepared from pure ciiltures of the Azotobaoter. 
16. A close relationship existed between the soluble 
phosphorus oontent of the soil (as shown by the 0*002 NH£S04 
method of Tx«uog) and the amount of growth of the Aspergillus 
niger supported by the soil when tested by the Aspergillus 
niger test for available phosphorus* However, the spon<-
toneous culture growth did net apj>ear to be stimlated by 
the hi|^  soluble phosphorus oontent shown by some of the Iowa 
soils. On the Colorado and Utah soils a nuoh closer re* 
lationahip existed between the results obtained by the three 
tests* 
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17* Ot the 17 phosphates substituted for In the 
spontaneous oulture test tx^ atmenty all appeared to be more 
or less available for spontaneous oulture developoient exoept 
those oontaizxlng nitrogen whloh stimulated an abundant mold 
growth which preYented observations of the spontaneous oulture 
development on the sixrfaoe of the soil plates. 
18* Tests made on one soil indicated that approximately 
400 pounds of soluble pihosphorus vere present In the soil 
of the spontaneous culture plates when the spontaneous cultures 
first appeared on the stzcface of the soll» and about 450 to 
500 pounds of soluble phosphorus were present in the soil 
V7herc the maximum spontaneous oulture growth developed. 
19. Nitrogen fixation tests on silica gel plates shovred 
that only 32 cultures of the 116 bacterial cultures isolated 
from spontaneous cultures were capable of fixing appreciable 
qiaantities of nitrogen* 
20. Seven of the 52 cxilturos showing nitrogen fixing 
ability were capable of producing spontaneous culture growth 
when inoculated into sterile soil, while all of the pure oul* 
tures of Asotobacter tested were capable of producing spon­
taneous culture growth under the same conditions. 
21. When stained mounts of the pure cultures of Azoto* 
bacter and the pure cultures of the 52 organisms showing 
nitrogen fixing ability were compared under a magnification 
of 960 diameters, 15 cultures were Asotobacter-llke in 
appearance• 
- ISO 
28# From theio •xperiments it teemB evident that the 
•pont&neoua oultiu>e test is of little value for determining 
the phosphozms defioienolee of the Iowa soils tested. There 
seexas to be little possibility of modifying the test to make 
it of use for this purpose sinoe many of the soils of Iowa 
are too aoid to permit of the growth of the organisms re­
sponsible for the spontaneous cultures. It is also question­
able whether this test would indicate the amotmts of {dios-
pihorus which would produce the maximum eoonomioal crop yields 
when applied to the soils of Iowa. 
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